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      Musical activities to support leadership, collaboration, and self expression

Get Creative with☺ ☺
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A note on lesson plans
Many of these activities are written with detailed planning in order for the non specialist to develop confidence to facilitate participatory music experiences. 
Move away from the plan as necessary, adapting it with the children to suit their needs and responses. NB shorter warm up games have less detailed planning.
The activities are broadly divided into four sections although they have many features that overlap. They range from simple warm up games to activities that 
could take place over several weeks. Think of them as springboards that can be adapted and reinvented in the classroom.

The following Health and Wellbeing statements can be directly applied to group music making.
I can expect my learning environment to support me to:
• develop my self-awareness, self-worth and respect for others 
• meet challenges, manage change and build relationships
• experience personal achievement and build my resilience and confidence 
• understand and develop my physical, mental and spiritual wellbeing and social skills
• acknowledge diversity and understand that it is everyone’s responsibility to challenge discrimination.

      Being creative requires moving away from the plan and following the lead of the learner
A note on Suggested Success Criteria 
Focussing mainly on the success criteria outlined here could inhibit creative outcomes. 
The success criteria are only suggestions, they have been included to aid understanding 
as well as provide a basic evaluation marker. Discuss and change these criteria as you 
go. The main evaluation throughout these activities should be: How well can we work 
together? How confident am I to lead? Am I able to express how I feel and listen and 
respond to how others feel?

 

Introduction☺
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Section One
LEADING

      Musical activities to support leadership, collaboration, and self expression

☺
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Everyone can lead
from simple leading like counting a group in and out to complex tasks such as teaching a whole group activity.

Examples of leading roles:
• leading a warm up game
• follow and lead activities. A child leads a rhythmic or melodic idea, the others follow
• small group leaders for composition activities
• teaching a song to the group 
• singing solo  (see ‘Get Creative with Song’ for many examples)
• conducting dynamic changes
• conducting cues
• conducting with body movements to recorded music
• conducting a whole piece for performance
• counting in and out
• being the beat keeper
• leading an improvised ending
• performing a solo
• teaching a musical concept.

Benefits of leading:
• increased retention of material
• improved confidence
• empowerment
• provides challenge 
• deeper learning
• enhanced engagement through personal responsibility and ownership
• a strategy for personalisation and choice
• learning public speaking skills
• a strategy for composite classes and differentiated learning
• increased empathy for the teacher
• allows for self expression
• the opportunity to contribute to other people’s learning.

Look for leadership opportunities whenever possible. 
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What can a primary one child lead?
• changes in dynamic range
• counting a group in
• a made up song
• a simple tune on a xylophone
• a body percussion rhythm
• a call and answer phrase
• some simple games, for example: rain forest sounds, gesture follow and lead, and many more.

What can a primary seven child lead?
• conducting with many cues such as dynamic changes, layered entries, breaks, endings,
       time keeping throughout
• instrument technique
• rhythmic ensemble in 4 parts
• songs
• improvisation games
• complete teaching activities
• many warm up games.

Letting pupils lead the music experience.
A central theme in the ‘Get Creative’ resource is to move away from the idea of the teacher leading from the front of the class. The aim is to support creative 
peer led learning. The following activities give ideas and formats for leading which can be transferred to other activities.

START LEADERSHIP EARLYAsk ‘Do I have tolead this or cana pupil?’

call and answer
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GROUP FREEZE AND COPY
5-20 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to present in unison and take leadership when appropriate.

Suggested Success Criteria
• freeze together (at almost the same time!)
• make up a sound idea/pattern and lead this in front of the group.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I have the freedom to use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound and rhythm. EXA 0-17a

Health and Wellbeing
I am aware of my own and others’ needs and feelings especially when taking turns and sharing resources. I recognise the need to follow rules. HWB 0-23a

Level: Early, One, Two

Focus
Wellbeing building blocks:

understanding when it is important 
to express oneself, listen to others, or 

collaborate as a group.

present
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GROUP FREEZE AND COPY
5-20 minutes 

Process
1. Walk purposefully in the room avoiding contact with others. The instruction is: if there is a space walk into 

it, if someone is getting too near avoid them. 
2. One person elects to freeze in a position unexpectedly. As soon as one notices that someone else has 

frozen they freeze as well. The goal is to see how quickly the whole group can freeze together. 
3. When the whole group is frozen, another can elect to start moving. As soon as one notices another move they move as well.
4. Once this is established add a musical interlude after each freeze. This is created by any member of the group choosing to make a rhythmic pattern by   

clapping or using any type of body percussion. The first person to invent a pattern becomes the new leader, the group copies them. NB the whole group         
has to be ‘frozen’ before this can commence.

5. Clap your hands to signify the end of the musical interlude. The group starts walking again. Alternatively let a group member decide when to move by any 
person electing to stop the musical interlude by beginning to walk again.

NB
Encourage a moment of silence after the freeze before the musical interlude begins. In this silence listen for any sounds in the environment and use these as 
sources of inspiration.

Development Ideas
Add in the choice of a vocal interlude. This can be a line of 
a song or an improvisation with a word or
other made up sounds.

Discuss:Did everyone feel they could participate? If not, why?

Check for challenge 

and enjoyment.
Ask why?

collaboration
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GESTURE FOLLOW AND LEAD 
5-10 minutes 

Learning Intention
We are learning to lead using gestures and body beats.

Suggested Success Criteria
• follow the gestures of others
• lead the group whilst making eye contact with all group members
• enjoy leading the group
• make up our own silent gesture 
• feel included in the group.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts 
Inspired by a range of stimuli, and working on my own and/or with others, I can express and communicate my ideas, thoughts and feelings through musical
activities. EXA 0-18a / EXA 1-18a / EXA 2-18a

Level: Early, One, Two

Focus
Wellbeing building blocks:

Making eye contact; being a fully involved 
group member.
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GESTURE FOLLOW AND LEAD 
5-10 minutes
 

Resources
DVD track 27. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167

Process
1. Stand in a circle in silence. One person randomly elects to make a rhythmic gesture that makes no sound for example: tapping the head (without touching    

the head), waving as if in a time to a steady beat or a rhythmic moving in and out of the elbow. The person making the gesture tries to make eye contact with 
each member of the group. The others copy until someone else chooses to make a new gesture. This gesture is copied by the group. The game continues in 
this manner. 

2. Repeat - this time each person combines two movements to make a pattern.

Development Ideas
Change the rules: allow people to combine a series of movements or make sounds with the movements.

Discuss and check for enjoyment and confidence.

https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
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FOLLOW & ADD IMPROVISATION
5-20 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to invent and copy rhythmic patterns.

Suggested Success Criteria
•  create our own rhythm incorporating the rhythmic ideas of another player
•  mostly enjoy being in the centre of the circle.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a

Health and Wellbeing
I make full use of and value the opportunities I am given to improve and manage my learning and, in turn, I can help to encourage learning and confidence in 
others. HWB 0-11a / HWB 1-11a / HWB 2-11a / HWB 3-11a

Level: Early, One, Two
Focus

Musical building blocks:
developing the ability to remember and extend 

rhythmic patterns.

Wellbeing building blocks:
developing the confidence to lead.

      Develop the conf dence to lead
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FOLLOW & ADD IMPROVISATION
5-20 minutes    

Resources
Two boomwhackers.

Process
1. Make a circle. A leader stands in the centre of the circle with a boomwhacker. Those in the circle will keep a beat using body percussion sounds.
2. Establish the beat and have everyone join in. Invite the leader to improvise a rhythmic pattern.
3. Another person enters with the other boomwhacker and copies the rhythm of the first leader. After a short time the first leader leaves and offers their 

boomwhacker to another member of the group, leaving the second person in the centre of the circle to continue improvising. They should take some ideas 
from the first person and then add something of their own.

4. The person in the group who received the boomwhacker from the first leader enters the group and copies as before. Continue in this way.                                

NB
At first cue people in and out of the circle. There needs to be enough time for the leader to experiment with rhythmic ideas before another person enters to 
copy. We are looking for a good connection between the leader and the follower. For bigger classes have two group working at the same time.

Discuss:How is it to lead?How is it to follow?
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Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound rhythm, pitch and dynamics.  EXA 1-17a                                             
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics.  EXA 2-17a

Health and Wellbeing
I recognise that each individual has a unique blend of abilities and needs. I contribute to making my school community one which values individuals equally and 
is a welcoming place for all. HWB 0-10a / HWB 1-10a / HWB 2-10a / HWB 3-10a / HWB 4-1
I make full use of and value the opportunities I am given to improve and manage my learning and, in turn, I can help to encourage learning and confidence in 
others. HWB 0-11a / HWB 1-11a / HWB 2-11a / HWB 3-11a / HWB 4-11a
Representing my class, school and/or wider community encourages my self-worth and confidence and allows me to contribute to and participate in society.
HWB 0-12a / HWB 1-12a / HWB 2-12a / HWB 3-12a / HWB 4-12a

Suggested Success Criteria
•  choose an appropriate tempo/speed
•  start and stop the group together
•  when leading make eye contact with group members
•  make gestures to show when the music is to get louder or softer.

Learning Intention
We are learning to expressively conduct a small musical group.

SMALL GROUP CONDUCTING
 Duration: 30-60 minutes

Level: Early (simplified) One, Two
Focus

What learners are communicating: 
the ability to set tempo and communicate 

music expressively.

How learners are communicating: 
tempo and dynamics with gestures and body 

movements.

Musical building blocks:
an understanding of the role of a musical 

conductor, and how to play with dynamic range 
and expression.

Wellbeing building blocks:
developing the confidence to lead and 

supporting others to present well.
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SMALL GROUP CONDUCTING
Resources
Instruments for a small ensemble (if doing the instrumental version).

Useful Links
The Role of the Conductor   https://youtu.be/ILkYMD8zuH8
Edward Yudenich age 7 conducting    https://youtu.be/BNNFtlF9CDE
For your own enjoyment a TED talk illustrating different conducting styles    http://www.ted.com/talks/itay_talgam_lead_like_the_great_conductors

Process
1. Discuss the role of the conductor. Watch some youtube videos of conductors.
2. Choose a simple idea that each small group be conducted to play. This can be taken from any previous work or created at the beginning of the session. For 

example: a rhythm in two parts played on boomwhackers, or another two part piece where there are beat keepers and improvisers. For early level, select a 
simple idea, such as playing, in unison, the rhythm of words in a song they have sung many times.

3. Decide the key conducting roles for this activity. For example: counting in and out, keeping the beat, showing when to play louder or softer. Also  discuss; what 
does it mean to be a good leader? How will you stand, speak?

4. In small groups take turns to practise the conducting role. 
5. Discuss as a group what the conductor can do to improve upon the performance?
6. The small ensembles elect one person to be a leader and present to the whole group.                                                                                                               

Development Ideas
Provide opportunities for pupils to conduct whole group performances.

 Duration: 30-60 minutes

Discuss: How was it to conduct? What are the challenges?How did you feel? What needs were met?

enjoyment

https://youtu.be/ILkYMD8zuH8
https://youtu.be/BNNFtlF9CDE
http://www.ted.com/talks/itay_talgam_lead_like_the_great_conductors
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Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with 
sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics.  EXA 1-17a
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, 
melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics.  EXA 2-17a 

Health and Wellbeing
I can help to encourage learning and confidence in others. HWB 0-11a / HWB 1-11a / HWB 2-11a / HWB 3-11a / HWB 4-11a
Representing my class, school and/or wider community encourages my self -worth and confidence and allows me to contribute to and participate in society.
HWB 0-12a / HWB 1-12a / HWB 2-12a / HWB 3-12a / HWB 4-12a

Suggested Success Criteria
•  sing a song with accurate pitching
•  use the call and answer method to teach a song
•  collaborate well with partner to choose and rehearse the song
•  enjoy leading the group.

Learning Intention
We are learning to teach the group how to sing a song.

SONG TEACHING IN PAIRS
1-2 hours, teach over at least 2 sessions or as shorter sections over several weeks.

Level: One, Two
Focus

What learners are communicating: 
how to teach a song, and developing 

confidence in expressing themselves in front of 
a group. 

How learners are communicating: 
using their body language and voice to direct 

the song learning.

Musical building blocks:
developing the ability to pitch with accuracy 

and confidence.

Wellbeing building blocks:
 developing their ability to lead and encourage 

learning in others.
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SONG TEACHING IN PAIRS
Process
1. In the lead up to the activity demonstrate teaching a song in the call and answer method. See Guidelines for Teaching a Song (‘Get Creative with Song’ pg 2). 
2. Let pupils choose a partner.
3. Each pair chooses a song. The song can be chosen from a songbook or a song the children already know inside or outside of school. NB this is the first 

challenge in the collaboration.
4. Decide how the children are going to learn the song. Options: research at home; find a recording online; listen to a recording of the song in school (if you have 

a CD with song tracks); find someone else who knows the song well and make a recording.
5. Discuss Guidelines for Teaching a Song check list. 
6. Each pair teaches their song (this could happen over several sessions). Record the teaching sessions.
7. Evaluate and celebrate. 
8. Needs Cards plenary. Acknowledge other creative outcomes or challenges.

Development Ideas
• Team teach a song to another year group (groups of 4 or 6).
• P4-7 (small group) teach a game and song learnt in class to a P1-3 group.

NB
Skill level can easily be differentiated by song choice. A simple nursery rhythm
can be a first teaching step for younger children.

1-2 hours, teach over at least 2 sessions or as shorter sections over several weeks.

evaluate

celebration
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TEACHING A MUSICAL CONCEPT  (rhythmic units in hoops)
10 minutes for each group to teach. Can be done over several sessions.
See also ‘Get Creative with Rhythm’ page 69.

Learning Intention
We are learning to teach a complete musical activity or concept.

Suggested Success Criteria
• make notes to show the order to teach this activity
• speak clearly and make eye contact with class members
• show the body shapes for each rhythmic unit
• clap rhythms in time to the beat 
• share tasks with my partner.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, 
rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a
Inspired by a range of stimuli, and working on my own and/or with others, I can express and 
communicate my ideas, thoughts and feelings through musical activities. EXA 0-18a / EXA 1-18a / EXA 2-18a

Health and Wellbeing
I make full use of and value the opportunities I am given to improve and manage my learning and, in turn, I can help to encourage learning and confidence in 
others. HWB 0-11a / HWB 1-11a / HWB 2-11a / HWB 3-11a / HWB 4-11a
Representing my class, school and/or wider community encourages my self-worth and confidence and allows me to contribute to and participate in society.
HWB 0-12a / HWB 1-12a / HWB 2-12a / HWB 3-12a / HWB 4-12a

Level: Two
Focus

What learners are communicating: 
an understanding of the rhythmic units of a 

crotchet, quaver and a rest.

How learners are communicating: 
through taking leadership roles, giving verbal 
instructions and clapping rhythmic patterns.

Musical building blocks:
developing fluency in playing the rhythmic units 
of a crotchet, quaver and rest, and developing 
an understanding of the difference between 

rhythm and pulse.

Wellbeing building blocks:
 developing confidence to take leadership roles, 

and support others to learn.
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Teaching a Musical Concept  
10 minutes for each group to teach. Can be done over several sessions.

Resources
8 hula hoops.
An instrument to keep the beat.

Process
1. Play Rhythm Hoops (see ‘Get Creative with Rhythm’ page 69).

2. Repeat the activity with the ‘teachers’ taking notes. ✿ You may wish to put key words on the 
board, such as ‘ta’ for a crotchet and ‘te-te’ for a quaver. Ask them to number each step of the 
process.

3. ‘Teaching team’ preparation. Each team writes out a number of 4 beat rhythmic patterns using 
the 3 different rhythmic units in any combination. 

4. Take turns to teach the activity (can extend this to a short teaching slot over several weeks).
5. Evaluate/appreciate, check for challenge and enjoyment.

NB
This type of activity could be used to teach any of the material in the ‘Get Creative’ resource.

Discuss:
Was it clear for the learners? 

How well did the teaching team 

collaborate? How can we create 

more challenge? Can we create a 

different game?

✿ As a point of reference the notes 
could look something like this:
1. Assign a beat keeper
2. Show how to stand and speak for a 
crotchet beat. (ta)        
3. Show how to make a quaver beat 
(te-te) (two people with hands on each 
others shoulders)
4. Show how to speak a rest. (ssh)
5. Lay out the hoops and divide the 
group into two
6. Show how one ta goes in a hoop, a 
‘te-te’ means two in the hoop, and for 
a ‘ssh’ (a one beat rest) the hoop is left 
empty.
7. Explain the game. The first group to 
make the rhythm wins a point.
8. Play the game. Make sure the beat 
keeper starts first. Clap a rhythm and 
each team makes that rhythm in their 
set of hoops.

      Speak clearly and make eye contact
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MOVING LIKE THE MUSIC 2
30 minutes - several sessions depending on class size.

Learning Intention 
We are learning to lead a movement activity to understand the musical components of a
piece of orchestral music.

Suggested Success Criteria
• give clear instructions
• encourage the class 
• respond to questions in the following ways: give an appropriate answer, repeat the question
      to make sure I have understood, ask for help if I don’t know the answer
• lead the group to listen to the music by moving their hands or whole body
• lead a discussion on the components of the music.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I have listened to a range of music and can respond by discussing my thoughts and feelings.  EXA 1-19a / EXA 2-19a
I have listened to a range of music and can identify features and concepts. I can give constructive comments on my own and others’ work, including the work of 
professionals. EXA 3-19a

Health and Wellbeing
I am developing the skills to lead and recognise strengths of group members, including myself. HWB 3-23a
I make full use of and value the opportunities I am given to improve and manage my learning and, in turn, I can help to encourage learning and confidence in 
others. HWB 0-11a / HWB 1-11a / HWB 2-11a / HWB 3-11a 

Literacy
When I engage with others, I can respond in ways appropriate to my role, show that I value others’ contributions and use these to build on thinking. LIT 2-02a

Level: One, Two
Focus

What learners are communicating: 
how to teach a musical activity to help the class 

understand the features of a piece of music. 

How learners are communicating: 
developing the ability to speak clearly, give 

instructions to the group and share leadership 
tasks.

Musical building blocks:
increasing understanding of the techniques 

composers use when writing a piece of music.

Wellbeing building blocks:
developing confidence to lead whilst supporting 

others to present well.
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MOVING LIKE THE MUSIC  2
30 minutes - several sessions depending on class size.

Resources
A selection of classical CDs. 
Musical Composition cards.

Useful Links
See DVD track 31: clip of ‘Moving like the Music’. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167

Process
1. Model an example of Moving like the Music (for a full description see page 32). Listen to a short extract of music with eyes closed. Keeping the eyes closed, 

begin to move the hands as if conducting. (It’s helpful to reiterate ‘there is no right or wrong way to do this’.) Listen again to the music standing in a space and 
moving the whole body. Bring the group into a circle, lay out the Musical Composition cards and discuss.

2. Work in pairs. Each pair has 15 minutes to listen to some extracts of music and select a piece they would like to work with. NB the music selection can be 
done in suitable slots over a period of time especially if you only have a few CDs.

3. Each pair leads a ‘Moving like the Music 1’ exercise, including the Composition Cards plenary.

NB
This activity can be done as a 10 minute slot with various pairs leading their chosen piece over a number of weeks. 

telling a story
beginning, middle

and end
crescendo diminuendo

https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
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Section Two
ACTIVITIES TO SUPPORT COLLABORATION

      Musical activities to support leadership, collaboration, and self expression

☺
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MUSICAL COUNTING TO 20
5-10 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to collaborate well as a group.

Suggested Success Criteria
•  be aware when another member of the group is about to speak
•  invent interesting ways to sing the numbers.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a

Level: One, Two

Focus
Wellbeing building blocks:

 building awareness of when to speak and when 
to listen.
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MUSICAL COUNTING TO 20
5-10 minutes

Process
1. Elect one person to begin. They start with 1, anyone can speak the next number and so on until your chosen number is reached. If two people speak the 

number at the same time the group goes back to the beginning.
2. Repeat; this time the numbers must be sung. Encourage creative ways to sing the numbers: use different pitches, sustained vowel sounds.

Development Ideas
• The numbers are played on an instrument. The number of beats should reflect the syllables in the number.
• Play in small groups increasing singing opportunities.

Discuss:Did we all contribute?What could help us be more effective? What cues can help us know when someone is about to speak?

to listen
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SOUND MACHINE
5-30 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to collaborate as a group to represent an idea using sound and movements.

Suggested Success Criteria
•  invent a moving action and a sound
•  listen to other peoples sounds and insert a sound where it might be most effective.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a

Level: Early, One, Two
Focus

Musical building blocks:
developing inventing skills, specifically that of 
listening to a group sound and making a deci-

sion on what to add to that sound.

Wellbeing building blocks:
 skills in group cooperation. Developing self 

awareness and respect for others.
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SOUND MACHINE
5-30 minutes

Resources
DVD track 28. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167

Process
1. One person begins by creating an imaginary part of a machine with some actions and sounds. 
2. Another person enters, listening to what the first person has done and adds another part of the machine with 

a sound to accompany their actions.
3. The game continues in this fashion until the whole group have created a machine together.
4. Find a way to end by either speeding up or slowing down the machine.

NB
Encourage the first person to have a pause in their sound, this will help create space for others. The sounds, however, will overlap.  

Development Ideas
• Swap machine parts. Ask each member of the group to make eye contact with 

another person, if they both nod their head it means they are willing to swap. Once 
someone has a swapping partner they should keep their eyes looking downwards. 
After a count down, call ‘swap’. Everyone changes parts at the same time, attempting 
to reform the machine. If someone doesn’t have a partner they can join someone 
else or invent a new part. 

• Create a concept machine such as a machine that makes laughter, or creates a 
particular idea or product.

• Make machines in small groups.

collaboration

Discuss:Did I listen to others before adding my part?What sounds worked well together?

https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
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NAME AND SOUND PASSING
5-20 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to create a sound-scape that co-ordinates sounds with actions.

Suggested Success Criteria
•  make eye contact with the person I am throwing the ball to before I throw
•  clearly and confidently sing my sound pattern until my partner catches the ball.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a

Health and Wellbeing
I value the opportunities I am given to make friends and be part of a group in a range of situations. HWB 0-14a / HWB 1-14a / HWB 2-14a
I am discovering ways that I can link actions and skills to create movement patterns and sequences. This has motivated me to practise and improve my skills to 
develop control and flow. HWB 1-21a

Level: Early, One, Two

Focus
Musical building blocks:

co-ordinating physical movements with sound.

Wellbeing building blocks:
making eye contact and supporting good group 

interaction. Developing flow and timing in 
throwing and catching competencies.
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NAME AND SOUND PASSING
5-20 minutes

Resources
A ball for throwing

Process
1. Stand in a circle. The designated starter speaks a group member’s name and throws the ball to them. That person catches the ball, looks towards someone, 

says their name and throws the ball. Continue in this way until everyone’s name has been called. No-one’s name should be said twice.
2. Repeat the activity keeping the same pattern of names; play several rounds.
3. Repeat without saying the names. Do make eye contact.
4. Each person decides on a sound they will make when they pass to that person. As an option the person who receives the ball can tell the thrower what sound 

they would like. This is decided beforehand.
5. Play the game again (with the same pattern). This time make the chosen sound of that person as the ball is thrown to them. The sound should last until they 

catch the ball. When mastered there should be a continuous flow of sound from the beginning to the end of the pattern.

Development Ideas
•  Can everyone remember all the sounds? Play one round with everyone singing the sounds together.
•  In the name speaking version, the thrower throws the ball and claps until their partner catches it.
•  Play seated, rolling the ball along the floor. 
•  Bounce the ball between partners.
•  Change the standing order in the circle, but keep the same names pattern.
•  Use the ball passing pattern to give an order structure for many other activities. 

Discuss:How can we improve the throwing and catching to make a steady pattern?What other versions can we create?
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THE GESTURE CHOIR
15-45 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to tell a story accompanied by musical ideas and gestures.

Suggested Success Criteria
•  tell a story using large gestures to illustrate key points
•  copy and keep in time with the gestures of another person
•  experiment with sound using dynamic range (different volumes)
•  lead and be a team member.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I enjoy creating, choosing and accepting roles, using movement, expression and voice. EXA 1-12a

Health and Wellbeing
I make full use of and value the opportunities I am given to improve and manage my learning and, in turn, I 
can help to encourage learning and confidence in others. HWB 0-11a / HWB 1-11a / HWB 2-11a / HWB  

Literacy
I am exploring how pace, gesture, expression, emphasis and choice of words are used to engage others, and I can use what I learn. ENG 1-03a

Level: One, Two
Focus

What learners are communicating:
an understanding of how to use gesture and 

sound to communicate an idea. 

How learners are communicating:  
using their bodies and musical instruments to 

work together to express an idea. 

Musical building blocks:
 developing their ability to present as part of an 

ensemble.

Wellbeing building blocks:
 developing the ability to express oneself 

through sound and movement and encourage 
others to do the same.

      Use gesture and sound to communicate an idea.
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THE GESTURE CHOIR
15-45 minutes 

Resources
 DVD track 29. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167 
A variety of class instruments for half the group.

Process
1. In pairs, take turns to tell a story about something that has happened in the last week. The story telling should be accompanied by large gestures to represent 

any aspect of the story.
2. Choose one person to be the leader, they will tell their story. Split the rest of the group into two; half the group will be the gesture choir, half the instrumental 

players.
3. The leader stands in front of the instrumental players, who will not present in the first round of the story, tells their story with exaggerated gestures and the 

‘choir’ stands behind copying the gestures.
4. Repeat process 3 including the instrumental players who improvise musical ideas for each of the gestures.
 

NB
Any musical ideas could be used as springboards for compositional activities or for learning instrumental technique.

Let the leader and choir evaluate their performance. Make a video.

Discuss:How does it feel to lead?  What are the challenges?

https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
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BACK to BACK SINGING
5-20 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to improvise with the voice using the support of another person.

Suggested Success Criteria
•  enjoy exploring vocal sounds
•  pitch match the singing of a partner
•  feel confident to experiment with the voice.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics. EXA 2-17a

Health and Wellbeing
I am aware of and able to express my feelings and am developing the ability to talk about them. HWB 0-01a / HWB 1-01a / HWB 2-01a / HWB 3-01a / HWB 4-01a

Level: Early, One, Two
Focus

Musical building blocks:
developing vocal toning and pitch matching 

through singing sustained sounds.

Wellbeing building blocks:
developing trust and close connections with 

others.
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BACK to BACK SINGING
5-20 minutes
                         

Resources
DVD track 30. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167

Process
1. Conduct a vowel sounds warm up (see ‘Get Creative with Song’ page 7).
2. Choose a partner and sit back to back. One person is A the other person B.
3. A begins by chanting their choice of vowel sound. This can be a sustained note or a pattern. B joins in following A. Call out ‘change’ and B leads, A follows. 

Change partner pairings and repeat. 
4. Have some pairs demonstrate to the group. Once they have settled into some sounds ask the whole group to follow the person that is leading. Emphasise 

careful listening. When appropriate remind the leader to find an ending.

NB
• Any combination of vowel sounds can be used once the exercise is understood.
• This exercise can seem strange at first and may result in silly sounds and laughter. This is okay. Both are good for warming up the vocal cords. Don’t spend too 

long before changing partners (unless the group are really focussed and working well).
• Having individual pairs present and the group join can be very effective especially when a child is confident and strong vocally. This allows other children to 

develop a good sound. Utilise this type of approach when possible. In music perhaps more than any other subject we have a diverse range of skills: let’s use 
that to support the group.

Discuss:Why did you enjoy the activity?What can we do to improve the sound? 

 Check for
enjoyment!

enjoyment

https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
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HAND and VOICE MIRRORING
10-20 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to work well together and match movements to sounds.

Suggested Success Criteria
•  able to lead and follow
•  change the pitch of the voice as the hands move up or down
•  discuss feelings about doing the exercise.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics. EXA 2-17a

Health and Wellbeing
I am aware of and able to express my feelings and am developing the ability to talk about them. HWB 0-01a / HWB 1-01a / HWB 2-01a / HWB 3-01a / HWB 4-01a

Level: Early, One, Two
Focus

Musical building blocks:
developing vocal toning and pitch matching 

through singing sustained sounds.

Wellbeing building blocks:
developing trust and close connections with 

others.
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HAND and VOICE MIRRORING
10-20 minutes

Process
1. Take a partner, decide who is A and who is B. Stand facing each other with one palm touching. It is preferable to shut the eyes. Take a moment to breathe in 

silence.
2. Keep the hands touching at all times and gently start to move the hands. Partner A leads exploring planes: up and down, out to the side, in circles. After 

about one minute partner B leads. 
3. Change pairings and repeat with humming. Again one partner leads. The hum can go up or down in pitch in relation to the movement of the hands. Play with 

dynamic range; getting louder and softer. Work on getting an ‘enjoyable’ sound. Work on creating repeating movements with matching sound patterns. NB try 
to avoid breathing at the same time so that there will be no break in the sound.

4. Some partners present to the group.

Development Ideas 
•  Move from a hum to using all vowel sounds plus vowel sounds and consonants (ka, ba, fee, etc…).
•  Experiment with having no designated leader. Find a way to lead together. Discuss: How do you feel with 

your eyes closed? What worked well?
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MOVING LIKE THE MUSIC
20-30 mins

Learning Intention
We are learning to move expressively to music, working together as a group to invent a dance.

Suggested Success Criteria
• listen to the music and make movements that describe the musical patterns
• listen to the music and make movements that show when there are dynamic changes, for example loud 

to soft
• discuss how we feel about the music
• discuss how well the group worked together
• fully participate in helping to make a dance together
• the ability to tell when I am distracted from the music and refocus my attention.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I have listened to a range of music and can identify features and concepts.  EXA 1-19a / EXA 2-19a
I have the opportunity and freedom to choose and explore ways that I can move rhythmically, expressively and playfully. EXA 0-08a

Health and Wellbeing:
I recognise that we have similarities and differences but are all unique. HWB 0-47a / HWB 1-47a
I can expect my learning environment to support me to develop my self-awareness, self-worth and respect for others. Health and Wellbeing Across Learning.

Level: Early, One, Two
Focus

What learners are communicating:
expression of rhythm, flow, and dynamics. 

How learners are communicating:  
Using their bodies to communicate musical 

ideas and to show willingness to collaborate.

Musical building blocks:
developing awareness of musical expression, 

flow and dynamic range.

Wellbeing building blocks:
developing confidence to express oneself 
and respecting others in the way that they 

express themselves; developing skills in group 
collaboration.
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MOVING LIKE THE MUSIC
20-30 mins

Resources
DVD track 31. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167   Composition cards. Needs cards.

Suggested Listening Material
John Adams: Short Ride in a Fast Machine 
Ludvig Van Beethoven: Symphony No. 5 (1st movement) 
Benjamin Britten: ‘Storm’ Interlude from ‘Peter Grimes’ 
Edvard Grieg: In the Hall of the Mountain King from ‘Peer Gynt’ 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart: Horn Concerto No. 4 (3rd movement) 
Petrovich Mussorgsky: A Night on the Bare Mountain 
Igor Stravinsky: The Firebird — suite (1911) (Finale)
NB all these pieces can be found on the BBC 10 pieces website under resources: www.bbc.co.uk/pro-
grammes/p01vs08w

Process
1. Discuss the purpose of the activity. Emphasise there is no right or wrong way to move to the music.
2. The group lies on the floor and listens to the music for the first time preferably with eyes shut. After a 

minute they begin to move their hands with the music. NB the most effective way to do this is lying on 
the back (it is harder to peek and copy others). You can also do this sitting at tables.

3. Standing in a circle take turns to conduct the music through arm and body movements. Those following 
copy the movements of the ‘conductor’ as closely as possible. 

4. Using the composition cards, discuss features of the piece. 
5. Have the children stand in their own space in the room. There will be three sections to the next activity. 

The same piece of music will be played again. In the first section children focus on their own way to move to the music, not paying attention to or copying 
anyone else. In the second section they make eye contact with another and become partners where they take it in turns to lead and follow. In the third 
section they look out to the whole group and find a way to move altogether. Make each section about one minute. With practise build up to longer pieces.

NB
Another intention of this type of exercise is to improve the ability to listen over sustained periods.

Needs Check:Choose two needs that were met doing this exercise.Try and pick the most important ones for you.

Discuss:
Which part is most enjoyable? Why?

What percentage of the time did you stay 
focussed on the music?
What distracted you?

How can we stay focussed for longer?

https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
www.bbc.co.uk/programmes
www.bbc.co.uk/programmes
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STORYTELLING DUETS
30-60 Minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to improvise a vocal story with a partner.

Suggested Success Criteria
• switch from speaking to singing voice
• echo back a word or phrase sung by a partner
• keep the improvisation flowing, even if that means repeating a word many times
• demonstrate different ways to sing the same word or phrase
• identify our feelings when telling the story.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I have the freedom to use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound and rhythm. EXA 0-17a
Inspired by a range of stimuli, and working on my own and/or with others, I can express and communicate my ideas, thoughts and feelings through musical 
activities. EXA 0-18a / EXA 1-18a / EXA 2-18a

Health and Wellbeing
I am aware of and able to express my feelings and am developing the ability to talk about them. HWB 0-01a / HWB 1-01a / HWB 2-01a

Literacy
I am exploring how pace, gesture, expression, emphasis and choice of words are used to 
engage others, and I can use what I learn. ENG 1-03a

Level: Early (simplified), One, Two
Focus

Musical building blocks:
developing awareness of musical expression, 

flow and dynamic range.

Wellbeing building blocks:
developing confidence to express oneself and 
learning to respect others in the way that they 

express themselves. 

speaking voice thinking voice
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STORYTELLING DUETS
30-60 Minutes 

Preparation
Vocal improvisation warm ups (see ‘Get Creative with Song’ pages 3-5).

Process
1. Choose a topic for the story. The topic has to be something both children have experienced.
       Some examples: a visit to the dentist; my birthday; first day at school; going to bed; waking up;
      something sad that has happened; something happy that has happened; things I worry about; my favourite activity.
2. In pairs, each person talks for one minute on the subject speaking slowly. They must include at least three feelings words in their story.
3. Repeat the exercise. This time when one partner is telling their story the other repeats back a few words or a sentence. Each person has to pause to allow the 

other to join in.
4. Have a singing conversation, both partners sing their ‘story’ sometimes reflecting back what the other has sung or adding in some of their own experience. 

Practise experimenting with this dialogue; words can overlap or for example when one person mentions a feeling, the other echoes it back.
5. Repeat and consider dynamic changes (from loud to soft) and pauses.
6. Record and/or present these to the group.
7. Feedback evaluation and celebration.                                                                                  

Development Ideas
•  Include body percussion. 
•  Have four in a group and have a four way dialogue.
•  Include backing sounds as one person is speaking.

NB
• For early level try a simple singing conversation about their day. As well as creativity this develops conversation skills and turn taking. This age group can be    

less inhibited improvising with the voice.
• It helps to give an example of a singing story; demonstrate if you are willing! Remember it is not supposed to be a finished song, the aim is to free up the 

voice to experiment and play with sound. The early level outcome of the ‘freedom to use my voice’ is targeted here, a freedom often inhibited at later stages.
• For inspiration see Joey Blake and Bobby McFerrin vocal improvisation. https://youtu.be/6rsUD1qBCrk

Discuss:What are the challenges?Would you have a different feeling in a similar situation?What is the best part about the made up song? Why?

Start vocal improvisation early and keep it going.

https://youtu.be/6rsUD1qBCrk
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Section Three
EXPRESSING ONESELF & UNDERSTANDING OTHERS

      Musical activities to support leadership, collaboration, and self expression

☺
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THE SUN IS SHINING
10-30 minutes 
A great activity for getting to know new groups and for allowing a group to quickly express something about themselves. Repeat regularly.

Learning Intention
We are learning about each other whilst developing confidence to improvise with the voice.

Success Criteria
• make up our own way to sing “Hey the sun is shining”
• ask a question to the group that helps us either know more about the group or how people are feeling.

Experiences and Outcomes
Health and Wellbeing
I am aware of and able to express my feelings and am developing the ability to talk about them. HWB 0-01a / HWB 1-01a / HWB 2-01a / HWB 3-01a / HWB 4-01a

Literacy
I am exploring how pace, gesture, expression, emphasis and choice of words are used to engage others, and I can use what I learn. ENG 1-03a

Level: Early, One, Two

Focus
Musical building blocks:

developing confidence in vocal improvisation.

Wellbeing building blocks:
developing openness to express oneself, 
building relationships and confidence in 

speaking.
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THE SUN IS SHINING
10-30 minutes

Resources
DVD track 32. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167

Process
1. Stand in a circle. The leader sings “Hey the sun is shining” using any melody or type of voice. The group copy back the phrase, ‘call and answer’ style. Make it 

expressive.
2. Follow this by making a statement to elicit information about the group. For example: Hey the sun is shining (sung) on anyone who has a brother. All those 

who have a brother cross the circle and find a new place to stand (make sure the circle is reformed).
3. After a few examples offer leadership to pupils. Explain how there are an endless number of ways we could sing or say the “sun is shining”. The group copy 

back in exactly the same manner as the leader including any gestures or body movements.
4. At some point direct the questions to find out about feelings. For example: “the sun is shining on anyone who: has felt happy today; grumpy today; had an 

argument with anyone in the last week; knows what it feels like to be confused; have got angry and thrown something; know what it’s like to be jealous” etc. 
Make the questions appropriate for the year group.

NB 
• If a group needs more warm up, an option is to have the group walk randomly in the room, each person quietly experimenting with how to sing the phrase. 

Or have them cup their hands up to their face and sing quietly into their hands.
• It’s important to be clear that if a question is asked and a person does not want to show it is true for them, they do not have to cross the circle. 

call and answer

https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
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HOW DO YOU FEEL ON THIS FINE DAY
5 - 15 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to express how we feel through physical movements and words.

Suggested Success Criteria
•  show with an action how we feel
•  make up our own body movements to describe a feeling
•  copy accurately the words and actions of another person.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
Inspired by a range of stimuli, and working on my own and/or with others, I can express and communicate my ideas, thoughts and feelings through musical 
activities. EXA 0-18a / EXA 1-18a / EXA 2-18a

Health and Wellbeing
I am aware of and able to express my feelings and am developing the ability to talk about them. HWB 0-01a / HWB 1-01a / HWB 2-01a / HWB 3-01a / HWB 4-01a

Level: Early, One, Two

Focus
Musical building blocks:

experimenting with expressive speaking and 
moving.

Wellbeing building blocks:
expanding a vocabulary of feelings and building 

confidence in self expression.

 

How do you feel on this fine day, I do not kn ow.-
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CD track 42. https://soundcloud.com/user-581581062/sets/get-creative-with-song
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HOW DO YOU FEEL ON THIS FINE DAY
5 - 15 minutes

Resources
CD track 42. https://soundcloud.com/user-581581062/sets/get-creative-with-song
DVD track 33. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
Two puppets (optional)

Process
1. Demonstrate the song (see CD track 42). If possible sing with two puppets as a call and answer.
2. Sing the song to the group, they give the answer “I do not know” but at the end of the
       verse they do say how they are. Initially this can be simultaneously by means of a body expression,
       statue style or as a gesture. 
3. Go round the group one by one, each child making a gesture which the group copy. 
4. Repeat; this time each child makes an action and names a feeling.

Development Ideas
• Change the way the song is sung for example: whisper, call, change the melody.
• Each person finds a way to sing how they feel.
• Sing the song in pairs taking turns to be questioner and answerer.
• Create a rule that in any round of the circle the same word can only be said once. If it is difficult to find a 

word the group can discuss and help someone find another word similar to the one they wanted to use.
• Create a Mexican wave with each gesture.

NB
•  This exercise can help shift the energy of a group. To get a quick group mood reading have everyone 

show simultaneously how they are.
•  Change the song words to match the weather of the day.

Discuss:How do you know whatyou are feeling?How does it feel when others 
copy back what you do?What did you enjoy?

https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
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SEND A MESSAGE
5-10 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to convey and receive a musical message from another member of the group.

Suggested Success Criteria
• make eye contact with the person the message is being sent to
• invent a musical sentence.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
Inspired by a range of stimuli, and working on my own and/or with others, I can express and communicate my ideas, thoughts and feelings through musical 
activities. EXA 0-18a / EXA 1-18a / EXA 2-18a
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics. EXA 2-17a

Literacy
As I listen and talk in different situations, I am learning to take turns and am developing my awareness of when to talk and when to listen. LIT 0-02a / ENG 0-03a

Level: Early, One
Focus

Musical building blocks:
developing improvisation skills, specifically the 

freedom to explore sound.

Wellbeing building blocks:
building social skills, specifically looking at 
someone and focussing attention on them 

whilst speaking.

create evaluatepresent
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SEND A MESSAGE
5-10 minutes

Process
1. Lay out a few instruments in the centre of the circle (tuned and untuned percussion is fine).
2. One child chooses a person in the group they would like to send a message to. They select an instrument and play 

the message to their chosen person. That person only has to listen and receive the message. They should both look 
at each other while the message is being sent.

3. The message receiver becomes the new message sender and chooses someone else in the group to send a message 
to. They can use the same instrument as the previous person or select something new from the centre.

NB
•  It can be helpful to have an Explore the Sound exercise first where the children discover what sounds the available instruments can produce.
•  You may wish to model this to illustrate how the message can contain different qualities of sound, loud and soft plus varied playing techniques. 

to listen
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MUSICAL SELF PORTRAIT
10-30 minutes

Learning Intention 
We are learning to use sounds to describe a character.

Suggested Success Criteria
• use a variety of playing techniques to illustrate characters and moods
• focus full attention on partner when playing
• talk about our feelings.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
Inspired by a range of stimuli, and working on my own and/or with others, I can express and communicate my ideas, thoughts and feelings through musical 
activities. EXA 0-18a / EXA 1-18a / EXA 2-18a
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics. EXA 2-17a

Health and Wellbeing
I recognise that each individual has a unique blend of abilities and needs. I contribute to making my school community one which values individuals equally and 
is a welcoming place for all. HWB 0-10a / HWB 1-10a / HWB 2-10a / HWB 3-10a / HWB 4-10a

Level: One, Two
Focus

Musical building blocks:
conveying an abstract idea through sound, 
developing instrumental playing technique 

specifically experimenting with timbre.

Wellbeing building blocks:
building confidence in expressing oneself, 

developing awareness of how each individual is 
unique.

    Building conf dence in expressing oneself.
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MUSICAL SELF PORTRAIT
10-30 minutes 

Preparation
Experiment with sounds and playing technique on the instruments you will be using.

Process
1. Work in pairs, one xylophone for each pair. If you don’t have enough xylophones divide the group into two and have one group draw a sketch of themselves 

and then swap.
2. Discuss and experiment with how to make sounds to describe different types of people, either the way they look or their personality.
3. Improvising on the xylophone. Partner ‘A’ invents a musical portrait of themselves. Partner ‘B’ discusses the feelings and ideas they had as ‘A’ played. Swap 

roles.
4. Have some performances to the whole group.
5. Evaluate and celebrate.

NB
Encourage diverse ways to use the instrument, for example: using the edges of the xylophone, hitting the beaters together, using the table to hit off, different 
types of strokes and movements over the xylophone, dampening after hitting.

create evaluate celebrationpresent
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ONE BREATH SONGS
5-15 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to develop freedom and confidence in vocal improvisation.

Suggested Success Criteria
• improvise a singing pattern 
• show confidence when inventing vocal sounds.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I have the freedom to use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound and rhythm. EXA 0-17a

Health and Wellbeing 
I recognise that each individual has a unique blend of abilities and needs. I contribute to making my school community one which values individuals equally and 
is a welcoming place for all. HWB 0-10a / HWB 1-10a / HWB 2-10a / HWB 3-10a / HWB 4-10a

Level: Early, One, Two
Focus

Musical building blocks:
developing the ability to improvise and 

experiment with vocal sounds.

Wellbeing building blocks:
gaining confidence in self expression and 

encouraging others to express themselves.
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ONE BREATH SONGS
5-15 minutes

Process
1. Standing in a space in the room, each child cups their hands in front of their face giving them a 

small personal amphitheatre. 
2. Using only one breath, sing vowel sounds together as a group singing into the cupped hands.
3. Sing again in the same manner only using consonants.
4. Sing again using a mixture of consonants and vowels. This will sound like a strange made up 

language.
5. Find a partner and leaning close in, each person take a turn to sing their one breath song to the 

other. Ask the partners to encourage each other and appreciate their one breath song.

NB
Use this as a warm up for Storytelling Duets.

Discuss:How confident do you feel using your voice?What could help you feel more comfortable?

appreciation
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MUSICAL FEELING FEET
10-30 minutes   

Learning Intention
We are learning to explore the pace and movement of different feelings and moods.

Suggested Success Criteria
•  move our feet to express different feelings and emotions
•  name a variety of feelings and discuss what movements they make us think of
•  play a musical idea on tuned percussion to represent various feelings.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
Inspired by a range of stimuli, and working on my own and/or with others, I can express and communicate my ideas, thoughts and feelings through musical 
activities. EXA 0-18a / EXA 1-18a / EXA 2-18a

Health and Wellbeing
I am aware of and able to express my feelings and am developing the ability to talk about them. HWB 0-01a / HWB 1-01a / HWB 2-01a / HWB 3-01a / HWB 4-01a

Level: Early, One, Two
Focus

Musical building blocks:
developing expressive instrumental technique.

Wellbeing building blocks:
 increasing a vocabulary of feelings and 

developing an awareness of how emotions feel 
in the body.
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MUSICAL FEELING FEET
10-30 minutes 

Resources
DVD track 34. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
Feelings cards. Boomwhackers/ chime bars or xylophones for half the group.

Process
1. Everyone finds a space and lies down on their back (make sure there is enough space 

for each person to move their legs).
2. Read out a feelings card. Ask the group to take a few breaths and imagine that feeling 

and make a facial expression to match. When they are ready, make  movements with 
their feet to ‘describe’ that feeling (if there is enough space use the legs as well).

3. Read a selection of cards giving about 20 seconds to experiment moving in the manner 
of each feeling.

4. Split the group into two, half the group with an instrument, half on the floor. Repeat 
the first exercise. This time the instrumentalists follow the movement of one person’s 
feet. They don’t have to stay with the same person but must only follow one person at 
a time. Swap groups.                                                                                       

Development Ideas
Instead of reading cards ask for suggestions from the group. Look for more unusual words. 

NB
•  It can be interesting for a small group to be observers giving feedback on how
        similar or different the movements are for the same word.
•  Point out that it has been shown that our feelings change every few seconds.

Discuss:What do you notice about the types of movements associated with the words? What words are more challenging to move to?

happy delighted cheerful

sad unhappy disappointed

lonely angry mad

Feelings Cards

https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
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SPEAK IN THE STYLE OF A FEELING
5-15 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to express feelings using our voice.

Suggested Success Criteria
• change the tone, rhythm and speed of our speaking voice to illustrate a mood or feeling. 

Experiences and Outcomes
Literacy
I am exploring how pace, gesture, expression, emphasis and choice of words are used to engage others, and I can use what I learn. ENG 1-03a

Level: Early, One, Two

Focus
Wellbeing building blocks:

expanding vocabulary to describe how we feel.

speaking voice
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SPEAK IN THE STYLE OF A FEELING
5-15 minutes

Resources
Feelings cards.

Useful Link
Watch the Feelings Song at https://youtu.be/UsISd1AMNYU

Process
1. Choose a simple sentence for example: Today it is Tuesday.
2. Have the group stand randomly in a space in the room.
3. One pupil chooses and reads out a feeling card.
4. The group simultaneously speaks the sentence over and over in the style of that feeling.
5. Cue a stop, the pupils freeze and wait for the next feeling word.

NB
•  Every few rounds use a new sentence. Sometimes it helps to walk in the space while 

experimenting with different speaking modes. 
•  For Early level use a small selection of feelings that they can easily identify with.

Discuss:How did you feel doing the exercise?Check for uncertainty, embarrassment, enjoyment.

happy delighted cheerful

sad unhappy disappointed

lonely angry mad

Feelings Cards

https://youtu.be/UsISd1AMNYU
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SING IN THE STYLE OF A FEELING
15-30 minutes 

Learning Intention
We are learning to express feelings using the body and the voice.

Suggested Success Criteria
•  sing a song in the style of at least two feelings
•  change the speed of the song to match the type of feeling
•  make facial expressions that represent the feeling of the song
•  adapt the song in any other way (word repetition, actions, vocal ad-lib).

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
Inspired by a range of stimuli, and working on my own and/or with others, I can express and communicate my ideas, thoughts and feelings through musical 
activities. EXA 0-18a / EXA 1-18a / EXA 2-18a

Level: One, Two

Focus
Musical building blocks:

developing and improvising with an existing 
piece of work.

Wellbeing building blocks:
increasing feelings fluency.
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SING IN THE STYLE OF A FEELING
15-30 minutes 

Process
1. Choose a simple one verse song that the group already know.
2. Divide the class into small groups (three or four). 
3. Each group selects two feelings cards and practises their song in the style of those feelings. Encourage facial expression and body movements. There is no 

need to stick rigidly to the song, allow any spontaneous adaptions.
4. Each group presents their song to the rest of the class who guess the feeling.

NB
This is an excellent warm up to bring more expression into a musical performance. Use as a composition warm up.

      I can express my ideas, thoughts and feelings through musical activities present
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MELODIC CONVERSATIONS
15-45 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to have a musical conversation.

Suggested Success Criteria
• tell a story using pauses to let the other person reflect back what they have heard
• invent some melodies to illustrate a story
• repeat the important features of a musical idea by another person.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics. EXA 2-17a

Literacy
When I engage with others, I know when and how to listen, when to talk, how much to say, when to ask questions and how to respond with respect. LIT 1-02a
I am exploring how pace, gesture, expression, emphasis and choice of words are used to engage others, and I can use what I learn. ENG 1-03a

Level: One, Two
Focus

Musical building blocks:
experimenting with dynamic range and timbre; 

replicating musical ideas by ear.

Wellbeing building blocks:
learning to listen to another and reflect back 

key ideas.
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MELODIC CONVERSATIONS
15-45 minutes 

Resources
Untuned percussion for half the group, for example 3 chimes bars per pair. 

Process
1. Discuss what makes a good story teller e.g. use a strong confident voice; change speaking volume to create effect; make eye contact with the audience; leave 

space for pauses; use gestures when appropriate; decide on an ending.
2. Each person thinks of an enjoyable event/activity they have participated in over the last week. This will be their story. They have two minutes to think over 

this story running it through in their minds. 
3. Work in pairs. Partner one begins relating their story to partner two. They should pause every few sentences to let partner two repeat back the key points in 

their story. Each partner has two minutes to tell their story. Swap roles. 
4. Brief feedback in large group. Key points: There should be at least two or three reflections back from the partner not telling the story. How did they decide 

when to pause? 
5. Using tuned percussion tell the story again without words. Experiment with how to create dramatic effect by varying dynamics and timbre (types of sounds). 

The partner telling the story must remember to pause regularly and let the other person play back some of the sounds. The story doesn’t have to be exactly 
the same but should contain key features.

6. Some pairs present to the group. 

NB
During the ‘performances’ watch for interesting playing techniques
and have the group play these together.

Discuss:What new playing techniques did you learn?How well did you listen toeach other?

Check for 
challenge and 

enjoyment.
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MUSICAL CHAIRS with ‘Feelings Cards’
15-30 minutes 

Learning Intention
We are learning to connect feelings to musical ideas.

Suggested Success Criteria
•  move expressively in time with the music
•  decide as a group what feeling best matches the music.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I have listened to a range of music and can respond by discussing my thoughts and feelings. EXA 1-19a / EXA 2-19a
I have the opportunity and freedom to choose and explore ways that I can move rhythmically, expressively and playfully. EXA 0-08a

Level: One, Two
Focus

Musical building blocks:
building skill in listening to and discussing 

various genres of music.

Wellbeing building blocks:
developing a vocabulary to describe feelings; 

raising awareness of how feelings and emotions 
are affected by music.
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MUSICAL CHAIRS with ‘Feelings Cards’
15-30 minutes

Resources
A selection of contrasting musical extracts (a classical compilation CD works well).
Feelings cards.

Process
1. Lay out two lines of chairs, enough for half the group. 
2. Divide the class into two groups: one group have a feeling card each and sit on the floor, the other group each take a chair. 
3. The music is played and the ‘chair’ group move/dance clockwise around the chairs. Their movements should reflect the style and mood of the music. 
4. During this dance the other group decides which person has the best feeling word to match the music. That person is elected by the group to join the 

dancers. Before joining they put their card to the back of the pack.
5. When the music stops those dancing find a chair. One person will not get a chair. That person joins the feelings group, selecting a card from the top of the 

pack. 
6. The game begins again with a different style of music.  

NB
• Discuss what features of the music contribute to creating a feeling or mood. The discussion can elicit feelings of frustration; perhaps from not getting a chair 

or by being stuck in the feelings group too long. Discuss what could be done and if appropriate change the rules.
• If the group is large two or three feelings can be selected and added into the chair group, making it more interesting when the music stops plus speeding up 

the process. 
• Pupils in the feelings group won’t always agree on what feeling should enter the group, they will need to find a way to collaborate. There is no right or wrong 

answer.
• Use this activity to introduce new listening material.
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EMOTIONAL ROLLER COASTER
15-30 minutes 

Learning Intention 
We are learning to experiment with dynamics, technique and tempo in order to convey a variety
of moods and emotions.

Suggested Success Criteria
•  vary dynamics depending on the feeling 
•  change the speed of playing depending on the feeling
•  experiment with different types of sounds to create different moods.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
Inspired by a range of stimuli, and working on my own and/or with others, I can express and
communicate my ideas, thoughts and feelings through musical activities. EXA 0-18a / EXA 1-18a / EXA 2-18a.

Health and Wellbeing
I understand that my feelings and reactions can change depending upon what is happening within and around me.
This helps me to understand my own behaviour and the way others behave. HWB 0-04a / HWB 1-04a / HWB 2-04a / HWB 3-04a.

Level: One, Two
Focus

What learners are communicating:
an understanding of how different emotions 

can be expressed musically. 

How learners are communicating:  
by improvising musical sounds on tuned 

percussion to represent different emotions.

Musical building blocks:
 developing expressive playing skills on tuned 

percussion.

Wellbeing building blocks:
developing an appreciation of how our 

emotional responses can differ even though we 
have similar needs; building empathy skills.
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EMOTIONAL ROLLERCOASTER
15-30 minutes

Resources
Set of Feelings cards.
Tuned percussion such as a xylophone (enough for 1/3 of the group). 

Process
• Working in threes, each group has a pack of feelings cards and a tuned percussion instrument.
• One person picks a card and shows it to the instrumental player who plays their idea of the feeling on the instrument. The third person observes and guesses 

the feeling.
• Swap roles until everyone has had several practises on the instrument.
• Create an emotional rollercoaster by deciding an order in which to play the feelings, lay the cards out on the floor.
• Each member of the group practises their own interpretation of the pattern, giving about 5 seconds to each feeling (if there are enough beaters they play the 

emotional rollercoaster together).
• Present to the group.

Development Ideas
Make up a story to accompany the feelings. 

  Story Ideas:My favourite activityMy birthdayA sunny SaturdayA stormy sea journeyWalking the dogVisiting a theme park Learning to ride a bike/swim/play an instrument etc.
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RED AND BLUE BOTTLES
20-40 minutes 

Learning Intentions
We are learning to talk about our feelings and needs and represent these through music.

Suggested Success Criteria
•  experience how our body feels when feeling a range of emotions
•  connect some feelings to needs that we have now or had in the past
•  imagine what a feeling may be like even if we have not felt it ourselves
•  experiment with expressive sounds on the xylophone to represent different emotional states.

Experiences and Outcomes
Expressive Arts
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, melody, 
rhythm, timbre and dynamics.  EXA 2-17a

Health and Wellbeing
I am aware of and able to express my feelings and am developing the ability to talk about them. HWB 0-01a / HWB 1-01a / HWB 2-01a / HWB 3-01a / HWB 4-01a
I understand that my feelings and reactions can change depending on what is happening within and around me. This helps me understand my own behaviour and 
the way others behave. HWB 0-04a / HWB 1-04a / HWB 2-04a / HWB 3-04a / HWB 4-04a

Level: Two

Focus
What learners are communicating:

 their understanding of emotional responses to 
particular situations.

How learners are communicating: 
by improvising musical sounds and movements 

to represent emotional states.

Musical building blocks:
developing expressive playing skills on tuned 

percussion.

Wellbeing building blocks:
learners are developing an appreciation of how 
our emotional responses can differ even though 

we have similar needs.
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RED AND BLUE BOTTLES
20-40 minutes

Resources
Xylophones or chimes bars for half the group.
Two large bottles with blue and red liquid (food colour and water) or a blue and red boomwhacker.
Paper scenario slips. (See index for a collection of scenarios or make up your own.)

Preparation
Emotional Roller Coaster or Musical Mood Charades.

Process
1. Lay out the bottles either side of the space and draw an imaginary line between them. Mark the middle spot with the ‘Choice’ Need Card or a bottle with 

clear water.
2. Ask what emotions might be associated with the red side. Stand in the middle spot and move gradually towards the red asking how the feelings may progress. 

The analogy is that just the other side of balance would be frustration, then perhaps irritation etc., moving to anger and then rage. We can call these ‘hot’ 
emotions.

3. Follow the same process for the blue side. The blue side represents feelings that tend to go inwards such as: shyness, embarrassment, worry, fear, fright and 
shock. We can call these ‘cold’ emotions. The far end is where a person’s emotions are ‘frozen’ or shut down, unable to respond to the outside environment. 
Severe depression could be an end result. The blue side elicits a conversation about the effects of shock or fright. Someone may get angry after a fright and 
go to the red side but another person may go quiet moving towards the blue. Ask them about their own responses.

4. Divide the group into pairs and give a scenario slip and an instrument to each pair.
5. Each pair reads their scenario and imagines what feelings could arise. Ask them to identify whether the response is on the red or blue side. 
6. Take some examples and ask pairs to show on the line where they put the feeling and to model their response by both playing together. This discussion 

should elicit different emotional responses to the same situation.

Continued...........

choice
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RED AND BLUE BOTTLES
20-40 minutes

Development Ideas
Lay out needs cards and ask each pair to identify needs that are or are not being met in their scenario. Discuss how some of these needs could be met.              
There can be many different ways to meet the same need. A conclusion could lead to understanding that feelings are signals that tell us what needs are 
important to us.

 I feel relaxed because I know I
am safe here (need for safety met).

I feel grumpy because I didn’t 
sleep enough (need for rest).

Discuss:

What can we do when our feelings 

get too hot or too cold?

What do you do when you are 

irritated, worried, sad ?

NB
The blue and red are like two sides of the same coin. We can flip from one to the other. 
It may be hard at first for children to identify an emotion on the red or blue side. There is 
no hard and fast rule. It can be worth mentioning that feelings normally change every few 
seconds with the exception of sadness and grief.
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EXPLORING CHANGE
30-60 minutes 

Learning Intention
We are learning to share experiences and represent these experiences using musical sounds and patterns.

Suggested Success Criteria
•  identify periods of change in our life and share these experiences with others
•  identify our own feelings at times of change
•  play musical sounds and patterns that convey a mood or feeling.

Experiences And Outcomes
Expressive Arts
Inspired by a range of stimuli, and working on my own and/or with others, I can express and communicate 
my ideas, thoughts and feelings through musical activities. EXA 0-18a / EXA 1-18a / EXA 2-18a

Health and Wellbeing
I am aware of and able to express my feelings and am developing the ability to talk about them. HWB 0-01a / HWB 1-01a / HWB 2-01a / HWB 3-01a / HWB 4-01a
I understand that my feelings and reactions can change depending on what is happening within and around me. This helps me understand my own behaviour and 
the way others behave. HWB 0-04a / HWB 1-04a / HWB 2-04a / HWB 3-04a / HWB 4-04a

Level: Two
Focus

What learners are communicating:
the ability to talk about feelings and needs and 

express these through sound.

How learners are communicating: 
by improvising musical sounds in response to a 

‘story’.

Musical building blocks:
developing the sensitivity to express thoughts 

and feelings through musical activities.

Wellbeing building blocks:
 developing the ability to talk about oneself and 

listen to others.
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EXPLORING CHANGE
30-60 minutes 

Resources
 Needs cards.
 Feelings cards
 Xylophones or glockenspiels.

Preparation
Familiarity with Feelings and Needs cards.

Process
1. Discuss transitions and times of change identifying feelings and needs.
2. Pupils choose a partner. It’s important they choose.
3. Each child takes a turn to talk about a time of change. Their partner listens the first time; on the second telling she/he interprets the story with music.

Discuss:What feelings did you identify 
with the time of change?What needs would you like met at these times?How comfortable do you feel talking about yourself? 
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Section Four
DRUM CIRCLES

      Musical activities to support leadership, collaboration, and self expression

☺
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BUILDING COMMUNITY
This section focuses on using drumming and percussion circles to build community and enhance wellbeing.

Arthur Hull (2007), referred to as the father of the drum circle, says the same values we need
for a strong community are nurtured and rewarded in a facilitated drum circle:
• good listening skills
• respect
• patience
• cooperation.

Drumming as a group has also been found to:
• inspire creativity
• increase natural killer cells
• reverse effects of stress on DNA
• improve mood and reduce burnout.

What is a drum circle?
A group of people using percussion instruments to create music ‘in the moment’.

Key features of a drum circle:
• no previous experience is required
• all abilities can be accommodated
• the focus is on the group rather than the individual
• the group focuses on listening as much as playing
• very little verbal language is necessary
• group solidarity is strong
• enjoyment is high.

In a drum circle the most important thing is to listen.

to listen
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How do you facilitate a drum circle with children?
It is not necessary to have previous percussion skills, although inevitably you will build skills as you facilitate. You do need 
basic beat keeping skills. The most important skills are those of group facilitation.
The facilitators role is to:
• create a welcoming, non-judgemental space to play together
• cue the group mostly using body language 
• lead the group on a musical journey
• encourage all members of the group
• facilitate transitions when the groove is falling apart (in drum circles known as a rhythm train crash)
• share with the group all of the above and make yourself redundant!

DRUM FACILITATION CUES 
See DVD track 35. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167

ATTENTION CALL
Raise a hand in the air and if facilitating from the centre of the circle turn around the circle until you have everyone’s attention.

START
Various options: for beginning groups it is best to give four beats on a bell or other hand held percussion, followed by “One, two, off 
we go,” or “One, two Let’s all play,” or “One, two start your groove.”  (The four beats on the bell can be left out if the group is good at 
beat keeping skills.) Make sure to speak the words rhythmically in time. Keeping a pulse by marking the beat with the feet also helps.

STOP (see DVD track 36. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167)
Give an attention call and count down “four, three, two, one and stop”. Once they are familiar with this replace the words “and stop” 
with a stop cut. To make a stop cut bring the hands up to an X across the chest on the word ‘and’ and let them go quickly out to the 
side on the ‘stop’. When a group is tuned in the stop cut action can be sufficient to call an ending. 

RUMBLE (see DVD track 36. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167)
A rumble is made up of rapid percussion hits sometimes called rhythm chaos. To initiate this hold the hands to the front and wiggle 
from the wrists. The speed of the wiggle sets the speed of the rumble.

VOLUME UP
Place hands, palms facing up, about waist height and raise the arms up.

Continued..........

Success iswhen thegroup needsno leader.

https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
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DRUM FACILITATION CUES  continued

VOLUME DOWN
Place hands, palms facing down, about waist height and bring the arms downwards. 

KEEP PLAYING
Point both index fingers at each other in-front of the chest and turn them around each other in small circles.

SHOWING THE BEAT
Both hands out to the side palms down, as if bouncing two balls in time to the beat. The beat can also be played on a bell.

CALL AND RESPONSE
Give an attention call (if needed), hold up the instrument you will make the call with, point to the instrument then point to the circle. Repeat this action several 
times.

SECTION PLAYING
Select a number of players to keep playing while others stop by making eye contact with each player involved and marking off the area that will keep playing with 
the hands. Indicate to this group to keep playing and cue a stop for the rest of the group.

SOLO PLAYING
In the same fashion, indicate to one or two players to keep playing and call the rest of the group to a stop. These players are free to improvise and can show off 
their skills without being restricted by the groove. If there are two players encourage a dialogue. Let one play and the other answer. When ready call the whole 
group in with a “one, two let’s all play”.

COPY THE FACILITATOR
This is a useful way to end or to rescue a groove if it is getting too messy.  Call “Heads Up” the group looks towards the conductor, stop what they are playing and 
copy what you are playing.

STAB BEATS
Another useful way to end a groove is short sharp beats led by the conductor. Making vertical chopping motions with the hands, the players play in time with the 
chop.
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PLANNING TEMPLATE FOR ALL DRUM CIRCLE ACTIVITIES
This can be adapted depending on the emphasis of the session. You may choose to focus each drum circle on one success criteria at a time.
The beauty of the drum circle is that while the format remains the same, every groove is different. 

Learning Intention
We are learning to listen well to each other in order to invent, ‘in the moment’,
our own percussion piece that we can all enjoy.

Suggested Success Criteria
Use the following points to design your success criteria with the children. 
A well functioning drum circle is one where the participants are: 
•  not overplaying or playing too loud
•  leaving rhythmical space for others 
•  supporting the groove
•  sharing solo spots
• able to follow the pulse
•  respecting each others’ playing
•  able to follow the cues of the facilitator
•  enjoying playing together.

Cont’d......

Focus
Musical building blocks:

developing (above all else) listening skills; 
ensemble playing skills; improvisation skills.

Wellbeing building blocks:
 developing skills in listening to the group and 
finding ones place in the group; experiencing 
enjoyment and excitement in being part of 

an ensemble; developing self awareness and 
respect for others; building resilience; building 

community.
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Experiences and Outcomes
A wide range of Es and Os illustrate possible benefits of the drum circle format.
Expressive Arts
I have the freedom to use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound and rhythm. EXA 0-17a
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to discover and enjoy playing with sound, rhythm, pitch and dynamics. EXA 1-17a
I can use my voice, musical instruments and music technology to experiment with sounds, pitch, melody, rhythm, timbre and dynamics. EXA 2-17a
Inspired by a range of stimuli, and working on my own and/or with others, I can express and communicate my ideas, thoughts and feelings through musical 
activities. EXA 0-18a / EXA 1-18a / EXA 2-18a

Health and Wellbeing
I know that friendship, caring, sharing, fairness, equality and love are important in building positive relationships. As I develop and value relationships, I care and 
show respect for myself and others. HWB 0-05a / HWB 1-05a / HWB 2-05a / HWB 3-05a / HWB 4-05a
Through contributing my views, time and talents, I play a part in bringing about positive change in my school and wider community. HWB 0-13a / HWB 1-13a / 
HWB 2-13a / HWB 3-13a / HWB 4-13a
I value the opportunities I am given to make friends and be part of a group in a range of situations.
HWB 0-14a / HWB 1-14a / HWB 2-14a / HWB 3-14a / HWB 4-14a
I recognise that each individual has a unique blend of abilities and needs. I contribute to making my school community one which values individuals equally and 
is a welcoming place for all.  HWB 0-10a / HWB 1-10a / HWB 2-10a / HWB 3-10a / HWB 4-1
I make full use of and value the opportunities I am given to improve and manage my learning and, in turn, I can help to encourage learning and confidence in 
others. HWB 0-11a / HWB 1-11a / HWB 2-11a / HWB 3-11a / HWB 4-11a

How To Begin
• Begin with a warm up game together (see ‘Get Creative with Rhythm’ warm up games, pages 4-35). 
• Distribute instruments. The drum circle could be made up of any classroom percussion. It is useful to have some bass or hand drums. If not available, low 

boom whackers can be made to imitate the bass drums, higher boomwhackers can act as hand drums (give two boomwhackers per person if there are 
enough).

• Experiment with what instrument mix works well; explore this together. Make sure one section doesn’t overpower another.
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First Session (see DVD track 37. https://vimeo.com/album/4996167)
1. Discuss the purpose of the drum circle.
2. Begin playing by keeping a beat together or creating a simple rhythmic pattern by chanting a line of a nursery 

rhyme or song they know well (remember the option to cue ‘thinking voice’ once the rhythm is established, 
allowing them to play without chanting aloud). Use this ‘groove’ to illustrate basic cues: stop, start, rumble, louder 
and softer. 

3. Introduce the instruments that will be called the ‘home’ group (these are normally the bass drums or a bell used 
by the facilitator). These instruments will hold a steady beat or other simple rhythmic pattern. Anyone can join the 
‘home’ group at any time. Demonstrate by helping those on the low drums or boomwhackers to keep a beat and invite the other players to join in.

4. Begin the ‘groove’ by layering players in one at a time starting with the ‘home’ group (this is by far the most successful way to begin until there is more 
understanding of a drum circle). Each player must listen to what has gone before and either copy a rhythm already being played or find something to play 
that can complement it.  

Development Ideas
Give an attention cue and:
• experiment with playing loud and soft. 
• conduct a rumble followed by either a stop or a return to the groove. Invite others to facilitate this.
• lead a call and answer, followed by a stop or a return to the groove.
• cue a solo by looking at one person and indicating that they are to keep playing, then cue a stop for the rest of the group.
• cue a solo but also indicate that the ’home’ group are to keep playing, cue a stop for the rest of the group. This will
       result in a solo with a beat or simple rhythm played alongside.
• cue a duet by indicating two people are to keep playing, cue a stop for the rest of the group. The duet players can
       play call and answer style or together.
 

NB
• It may be necessary to stop and start several times, making adjustments. Discuss with the group what works
       well and what could be done to make it sound better.
• The ‘home’  rhythym will often need support to keep the beat.
• Switch instruments regularly. Once children are familiar with the set up they may be willing to stay on one 

instrument for longer.
• If the groove is going well allow the ‘home’ place instruments to choose what they play and hold their part
      with a bell or another bass drum. Indicate that you are now the ‘home’ place.

Keep it simple, the pattern can’t be too busy or else there is no space for others (as an option demonstrate a simple 
pattern that has some rests in it). If anyone senses a rhythmic train crash go back ‘home’! Remember ‘Less is More’.

Discuss:
How can we all play

together and keep enough
space for everyone to play?

Discuss:How can we supporteach other?Does everyone feel an 
important part of the group, if not why?

https://vimeo.com/album/4996167
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EXERCISES FOR GETTING INTO A GROOVE
The following exercises offer different methods for beginning a drum circle groove. As a rule of thumb the aim is for the facilitator to set up agreements on how 
each activity is played and when the groove is set up take a step back and join the players.

Call and Answer into the Groove
Process
1. The leader invites a player to invent a rhythm. Guidance: make it simple and don’t think much about it.
2. The group copies this rhythm and it becomes the ‘home’ place.
3. Invite players to make it their own by adding to or changing the notes. 
4. Call a rumble and then a stop.
5. Continue around the circle with another person beginning making up the call.

NB
Remember: if the groove gets chaotic step in with a stop, a rumble, or any one of the breaks listed below.

8 Beat Clock into the Groove
1. This activity helps players listen to the space between notes and gives everyone a place in the groove.
2. The facilitator counts aloud from  one to eight, playing the one and the five on a bell or other high instrument.
3. After one cycle the rest of the group join, playing on a number they have chosen. Once everyone is settled into this pattern, the facilitator stops counting 

aloud encouraging the children to listen to the pattern that has been created.
4. After a few more cycles, the bell pattern on the one and the five can be dropped.
5. Players are invited to embellish this pattern by adding in a few more notes. Now there is a whole new groove.

NB
• Keep the tempo slow at first
• The challenge is easily increased by speeding up the tempo.
• Sustained concentration is required to keep playing one’s number in time with the beat.
• When the count stops focus on the relationship of the notes to one another.

Think: how can I make this my own rhythm so that we still sound good as a group?

Ask: What can 

you do to add to 

this groove?
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Chant into the groove
1. Create (together) a simple rhythm chant on beats 1 and 2, followed by rests on beats 3 and 4. For example:

     
    

2.     Two or three members of the group elect to be this ‘home’ place and begin chanting.
3.     The rest of the group layer in one at a time starting clockwise around the circle. The next person to go listens to what has gone before and can either join     
         the home group or sing a new pattern that supports and sounds good with the other. At any time they can change patterns or copy someone else.
4.     Once everyone is singing and the rhythm chant is stabilised, count the group into playing on the drums with a “One, Two, Chant it to the Drum”. 

Clap into the groove 1
1. Everyone sits in the drum circle with an instrument in front of them.
2. Keep a beat on a bell or other hand percussion and invite a player to invent a clapping pattern. Keep it simple, no more than six notes over a count of four is a 

good rule of thumb. 
3. The person to the left of that person starts to clap, either playing the same thing or something complementary. Continue clockwise around the circle adding 

in one person at a time until the whole group is clapping.
4. Once everyone is clapping, ask them to listen to the sound of the whole group and make any changes to their own rhythm.
5. Once this revised pattern is settled count the group in with a “One, Two, Put it on the Drum”. All players take the clapping pattern and play it (or some version 

of it) on their instrument.

NB
Adjustments may have to be made. Encourage listening to the whole group and changing pattern if it doesn’t sound good.

Bom  Boom Ssh Ssh Cha   Cha   Cha  Ssh  Ssh  

to listen
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Clap into the groove 2
1. Everyone sits in the drum circle with an instrument in front of them.
2. Take a four beat rhythmic pattern and teach it call and response style. NB pupils can also lead this with the choice to use rhythm cards to invent the pattern 

(See ‘Get Creative with Rhythm’ page 83). The rule of thumb is make it simple with some space to allow improvisation. A 3/2 clave makes an interesting 
pattern for upper primary. (See ‘Get Creative with Rhythm’ page 121)

3. The whole group clap this pattern together, it becomes the ‘home’ pattern. Players can then leave home listening carefully to find some other rhythms to play 
alongside this.

4. When ready count the group into the groove with a “One, Two, Put it on the Drum”.

Air Drumming into the Groove
1. Everyone sits in the drum circle with an instrument in front of them.
2. Keep a beat on a bell or other hand percussion. If counting in four emphasise the first beat.
3. Ask the group to think of a rhythm and mime playing it. Can they imagine the sounds this will make on their instrument?
4. Ask them to take one note out of the pattern, one they don’t think is as important. Ask them to take another note out. Ask: why is it a good idea to take some 

notes out?
5. These patterns can be the starting point for the groove. Once the pattern is settled call “One, Two, Put it on the Drum”.
6. Let this new groove settle, and then give choice to elaborate, change, or keep playing the same pattern.

Dialoguing into the Groove
1. Everyone sits in the drum circle with an instrument in front of them.
2. One person begins by making up a rhythm, they play it once and leave a pause.
3. A designated person on the opposite side of the circle makes a rhythmic reply.
4. The first person repeats their call, and the second person repeats the reply.
5. The group  join in this call and response, one half playing with the call, the other half with the answer. This becomes the ‘home’ place.
6. Players can now leave ‘home’ and find other rhythms to complement this framework.

Development Ideas
Every player in the circle has a partner on the opposite side of the circle, with whom they set up their own unique dialogue. Once the first pair have gone they 
keep playing. The person to the left invents a different call to play alongside and their partner answers. Continue in this way moving clockwise around the circle 
until everyone is playing. NB this requires more skill and should be tried once the group is experienced.
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EXERCISES TO DEVELOP SKILLS

Conducting Turns
While the group is playing each person takes a turn, one at a time, to come into the centre of the circle. They make a slow 360 degree turn in the conducting spot 
(a designated area in the centre of the circle) making eye contact with each group member and return to their place.

Pair Facilitating
Pairs take turns to lead the group. 
1. Each pair practises conducting cues in unison (requires good eye contact). If they want to include a call and answer in their groove, rehearse this beforehand.
2. Pairs take turns to conduct the group. After counting the group in they have to decide what cues to give the group, they can cue: a rumble, a call and answer 

a solo, change in volume, solo sections where certain members keep playing and others stop, any number of breaks, an ending. 

NB
• Build this repertoire up gradually. 
• Encourage good rapport between partners.
• Encourage the facilitators to listen for an impending ‘train crash’ and if necessary cue a stop.
• Encourage the use of the ‘beat keeping’ cue.

Small Group Circles
Divide the class into smaller groups (at least 6 in a group). Each group takes a turn to play a groove with one member conducting. The rest of the group are either 
listeners or body percussion supporters. The rules for being a body percussion supporter are: don’t join in until the groove is stable, only play a rhythm that 
someone else in the group is already playing.

NB
• Being outside the drum circle is a useful way to develop listening awareness.
• A third option for those outside the circle is to dance. 
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Sculpt the Groove
This activity offers players the chance to step into the conducting spot in the centre of the circle and orchestrate the groove. 
1. Have a groove up and running.
2. One player comes into the circle and listens carefully to individual parts and how they interact. This player is now the conductor.
3. The conductor chooses a number of players that will keep playing (indicate this by making eye contact with individual members and holding out a
       hand palm up).
4. The conductor cues a stop and all the ‘chosen’ players continue to play. This creates a new groove.
5. Once this new groove has settled and been enjoyed, the rest of the group is conducted back in.
6. Someone new steps into the circle to begin the process again.

Instrument Swaps
This activity allows players to come to the centre of the circle and choose a different instrument to play.
1. Have a groove up and running.
2. One person begins by coming into the centre of the circle, they take a moment to listen to the sound of the groove before choosing a different instrument 

they would like to play. 
3. The ‘chooser’ walks up to the person playing that instrument, opens out their hand to indicate and swaps. This person becomes the new ‘chooser’. The game 

continues in this way until everyone has swapped.
Game Rules:
The chooser needs to pick someone who hasn’t already swapped. If the chooser can’t remember who has not yet swapped they can call out “feet”. Those that 
have not swapped indicate by lifting one leg off the ground.

Copy the Solo Player
1. Have a groove up and running.
2. The conductor cues a solo player by indicating with eye contact and the keep playing sign, followed by a stop cue for the 

rest of the group
3. The soloist plays.
4. Once the soloist has established a rhythmic pattern the rest of the group are invited to copy them. 
5. The group use this pattern as a home place to create another groove. NB if this pattern is busy, other patterns may have 

to be quite simple.
6. Once a groove is up and running another solo player can be cued and so on.
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Breaks
A break in the playing context is where the groove is stopped temporarily and another musical idea is introduced (normally short) followed by a return to the 
groove.

Call and Answer Break
Make an attention call. When everyone is looking, the conductor shows the call and answer cue by pointing at their instrument and then pointing to the group; 
repeat several times before counting a stop. The call and answer can be a simple as one note on the drum, and can be echoed several times. To return to the 
groove count “One, Two, Back to the groove”. 

Song Break
Make an attention call, and show an agreed sign for a song. Call a stop and sing the agreed song 
and return to the groove.

Animal Sounds Break
A fun break enjoyed by younger children. Cue a stop and call out “Make your favourite animal sound”. Allow a space for the cacophony of sounds that will follow 
and call “One, Two, Back to the groove”.

Rumble Break
Make an attention call and show the rumble sign. Call “One, Two, Off we go”, the group rumbles at the pace indicated by the conductors hand wiggle. Make the 
rumble louder and quieter by moving the hands up and down. Rumble one half of the circle quietly and one loudly by  placing one arm up and one arm down.  

Dance Break
Another good break for younger children (and any age can enjoy). Make an attention call and show an agreed sign for a dance. Dance 
ideas: have an agreed person lead some simple dance moves; get up and dance once around the circle; keep one half of the circle 
playing, the other half stand up and free form dance; go around the circle clockwise, each person making a dance move which the 
group copies back. To finish count “One, Two, Back to the Groove”.

call and answer
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Silent Break
Make an attention call and cue an agreed signal for a silent break. Cue the group to a stop, and there is total silence. The only decision to be made is how long to 
be silent for. When ready the conductor cues the group in with the usual “One, Two, Back to the groove”. A tip to aid a smooth transition back to the groove is for 
the players to keep imagining the part they are playing during the silence. 

Invent Your Own
There are many activities and actions that can break up the groove for a short while. Devise breaks together.

NB for all breaks
Many of these breaks are used in samba sessions. In samba there is a set groove to return to. In a drum circle the groove is created together as the group plays. 
When returning to the groove after a break it can be hard to remember what was happening before. Support the ‘home’ place by keeping a beat and invite 
others to join this until they can rediscover their part or invent another one. 

DRUM CIRCLE TIPS
 
• Keep drum circle sessions short at first. 
• To maintain interest for younger children, intersperse playing with frequent breaks (musical breaks as suggested above).
• All children can take part in conducting; even pre-schoolers can conduct a rumble, getting louder and softer, and a stop.
• Have fun and focus on community and good relationships. 

      A Reminder of Key Benef ts of Drum Circles Activities
• Listening to each other
• Having interactive dialogue
• Being an ensemble player
• Making collaborative music
• Having fun!

Discuss:How can we help one another return to the groove?
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Appendix

      Musical activities to support leadership, collaboration, and self expression

☺
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Pointers When Discussing ‘Needs Cards’
The meaning of any need can vary for each child and on any given day. Remain open to children’s own interpretations.
The pictures are to stimulate ideas and are not to be taken literally.

Exercise relates to any sort of movement.

Comfort can also mean being touched. This is very important for a baby. A baby needs touch for its survival. 

Some needs are more important at certain times of life than others e.g. the need for Privacy is not important for
a baby and toddler but becomes very important as a teenager.

Some people need more Structure and Order than others.

Safety can be both physical and emotional.

To Grieve can be a tricky need to explain, however if something sad has happened it is appropriate to be sad for a 
short while. For older children it can be interesting to share that: studies show if someone has experienced a death 
and not expressed sadness or shed tears, they are more likely to become physically unwell some time later.

Space can relate to outside physical space and space inside one’s head.

Freedom can mean many different things at different times in ones life. In music we find the expression ‘I have the 
freedom to use my voice’ etc…EXA 0-17a.

To listen will be a card frequently used in music sessions.

Celebration doesn’t have to relate to a festive event, it can mean recognising what was good and sharing that with others.

• planning and assessment
• relationships in the classroom
• learning
• understanding ourselves and 

others
• self awareness
• community and solidarity

• appreciation of differences and
      similarities
• improved behaviour
• challenging situations
• choices in communication
• kindness for others

A ‘needs based’ approach can be used to support:

INTRODUCTION TO ‘NEEDS CARDS’

sharing

The Needs Cards are referred to throughout the entire ‘Get Creative’ resource and they can be found in the Appendix of the ‘Get Creative with Learning and Teaching’ section.
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USING NEEDS CARDS FOR FEEDBACK
 
5-20 minutes. Use as a feedback tool for any lesson or activity

Learning Intentions
We are learning to identify what worked well and what could be improved upon in the learning and teaching; to provide a language and framework for giving 
feedback.

Suggested Success Criteria
•  identify needs that were met during the lesson 
•  identify areas where learning could improve.

Experiences and Outcomes
Health and Wellbeing
I understand that my feelings and reactions can change depending upon what is happening within and around me. This helps me to understand my own 
behaviour and the way others behave. HWB 0-04a / HWB 1-04a / HWB 2-04a / HWB 3-04a / HWB 4-04a
I know that friendship, caring, sharing, fairness, equality and love are important in building positive relationships. As I develop and value relationships, I care and 
show respect for myself and others. HWB 0-05a / HWB 1-05a / HWB 2-05a / HWB 3-05a / HWB 4-05a
I recognise that each individual has a unique blend of abilities and needs. I contribute to making my school community one which values individuals equally and 
is a welcoming place for all. HWB 0-10a / HWB 1-10a / HWB 2-10a / HWB 3-10a / HWB 4-10a
I make full use of and value the opportunities I am given to improve and manage my learning and, in turn, I can help to encourage learning and confidence in 
others. HWB 0-11a / HWB 1-11a / HWB 2-11a / HWB 3-11a / HWB 4-11a

Focus
Wellbeing building blocks:

developing awareness of what supports an 
effective and enjoyable learning environment. 

Developing language to reflect on that 
environment.

to listen

collaborationcelebration understanding
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USING ‘NEEDS CARDS’ FOR FEEDBACK
Resources
Needs cards. 

Example 1:  Line of Continuum
This is a swift and easy way to get immediate feedback. 
1. Choose a relevant need and ask the group to show simultaneously by raising the hand how this need was met today. Example instruction for this:                                

“Draw an imaginary line between the top of your head and your waist. Show by raising your hand how the lesson was today in terms of challenge (select any 
need you wish feedback on). Hand at the top of the line means it was too hard, hand at the bottom too easy, you can put your hand anywhere on the line”.

2. Enquire from a few children about their response. For example, if a child rated the lesson as too easy ask what could be done to increase the challenge. It is 
useful to check for challenge and enjoyment after every session, however any need can be chosen.                                                                                                  

Development Ideas
Choose a pupil to pick a need and lead the feedback. They should also check  with one to two pupils why they gave a certain response.

NB
• Frame your question in a way that is relevant to the need, for example if the need is Choice, an option is: “hand at the top means there were plenty of 

opportunities to choose what I wanted to create or do, hand at the bottom means I never got to make any choices”.
•  A line of continuum feedback can also be done by drawing an imaginary line across the classroom and asking pupils 

to stand at the appropriate place on the line.
•  In order not to be influenced by others, there is an option to raise the hand with the eyes shut.
•  It’s important to emphasise that they can be honest and there will be no repercussions for giving feedback.

Example 2: Needs Walk
1. Lay out the Needs Cards in the centre of the circle.
2. Standing in a circle, everyone turns to their right and walks in time around the circle looking at all the cards. Each 

chooses (in their mind) one or two cards that featured for them in the lesson.
3. In pairs, speak about why they chose those needs.
4. Hear some examples in the large group. If someone would have liked a particular need to have been met (and it is relevant), ask how?                                                                                                    

Discuss:What makes a lesson enjoyable for me?What can we do to create more or less challenge?
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Variations for Needs Cards feedback sessions
• Lay the cards on the floor and have a small selection of pupils choose a card and explain why. If anyone else has experienced the same thing they indicate 

with an action such as a foot stamp.
• Write a need met and need not met on a strip of paper and post it at the end of the session. If there’s time, give reasons.
• Half the group chooses a card and stands in a space in the room with the card facing out. The other half of the group stand beside the person who has the 

need that was met or not met for them in that session (for this exercise only include cards you really want feedback on). This can give a quick overview of the 
session. Hear some reasons for choosing that particular need.   

NB
• There are many needs that will not be attended to in a lesson e.g. a child is hungry or needs to sleep.
• Put out those cards that are most relevant for the type of session.
• For children age 5-7 a restricted number of cards can be used and remembered from images. Cards for this age group: play, choice, food, rest, exercise, 

friends, learning, challenge (framed as too easy, too hard).
• Checking for needs supports planning e.g. if a lesson was planned to have opportunities for choice and this was not experienced, it’s helpful to receive 

feedback. See ‘Planning and Assessment’ section in the ‘Get Creative with Learning and Teaching’ resource for needs based planning.

challengechoice

trust safety
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IT’S A DOG’S LIFE
15-30 minutes 

This is an introductory exercise to the concept of needs.

Learning Intention
We are learning about needs and how having our needs met, when appropriate, helps
to keep us well and happy.

Suggested Success Criteria
•  identify some needs that are important for a dog
•  identify some needs that are important for us
•  identify what I enjoy doing and what needs are met when I do that activity.

Experiences and Outcomes
Health and Wellbeing
I recognise that each individual has a unique blend of abilities and needs. I contribute to making my school community one which values individuals equally and 
is a welcoming place for all. HWB 0-10a / HWB 1-10a / HWB 2-10a /
I am learning skills and strategies which will support me in challenging times, particularly in relation to change and loss. HWB 0-07a / HWB 1-07a / HWB 2-07a
I recognise that we have similarities and differences but are all unique. HWB 0-47a / HWB 1-47a
 

Level: Early (with adaptations) One, Two
Focus

Wellbeing building blocks:
developing awareness of what contributes to 

making us well and happy.

trust
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IT’S A DOG’S LIFE
15-30 minutes 

Resources
Needs cards
Puppet of a dog (optional) 

Process
1. Discuss ‘what does a dog need to be well and happy?’ Brainstorm, writing words on the board.  With younger children a puppet with a name can make the 

activity more engaging.
2. The list may look something like this: food, walks, exercise, love, rest, sleep, cuddles, touch, play, friends. Define these as needs common to all dogs.
3. Place the needs cards in the centre of the circle and ask them to select the cards that are relevant to a dog. As a child says one of the needs have them take 

that card from the centre and hold it out so everyone can see.
4. Are there cards left in the centre that are important for us to be well and happy? Select cards and discuss.
5. In pairs discuss two or three things each person enjoys doing and decide which needs these activities meet.
6. Take examples in the large group. This should elicit different needs met by similar activities, for example football may 

meet the need for play, belonging, exercise, rest, challenge.

NB
•  For children age 5-7 use a restricted number of needs cards. Children can relate to the pictures without it being 

necessary to read the words.
•  Sometimes needs can be divided into those that are essential for our survival and those that help us thrive. 

love

rest
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NEEDS BINGO
10-20 minutes

Learning Intention
We are learning to become familiar with a language of needs.

Suggested Success Criteria
• speak about some needs that are important for my wellbeing
• talk about what I do to meet my needs.

Experiences and Outcomes
Health and Wellbeing
I recognise that we have similarities and differences but are all unique. HWB 0-47a / HWB 1-47a
I recognise that each individual has a unique blend of abilities and needs. HWB 0-10a / HWB 1-10a / HWB 2-10a 

Level: One, Two
Focus

Wellbeing building blocks:
developing awareness of how actions are 

connected to needs, and how each person may 
choose different ways (strategies) to meet their 

needs.

      Strategies are what we do to meet our needs

celebration
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NEEDS BINGO
10-20 minutes 

Process
1. Hand out bingo card sheets (see page 97 for template). Each child/pair chooses six needs from the list below the grid and writes one in each square.
2. A caller pulls cards at random from a card bag and shouts them out. If a player has that card on their grid they cross it off. The winner is the one who has all 

six needs crossed out first.
3. The winner becomes the next caller.
4. Working in pairs, each person takes a turn to speak about 4 needs that are impotant to them (excluding ‘food’ and ‘rest’).
5. Changing partners, each person speaks about what they do to meet these important needs.

Development Ideas 
• Pull a card and take turns to act it out charade style.
• The caller sings the need word three times improvising a melody.

NB
Add atmosphere by playing some background music.

Appreciation
Celebration
Challenge
Choice
Collaboration
Comfort

Enjoyment
Exercise
Fairness
Food And Drink
Freedom
Friendship

  Help
  Honesty
  Kindness
  Learning
  Love
  Play

  Privacy
  Respect
  Rest
  Safety
  Sharing
  Shelter

Space
Structure
To Be Included
To Create
To Grieve
To Listen

Trust
Understanding
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MY DAY
10-30 minutes   

Learning Intention
We are learning to understand people better by guessing what they feel and what they need.

Suggested Success Criteria
• imagine what another person may be feeling
• guess some of the needs he/she might have
• discuss how we feel and what we need when things don’t work out as well as we would have liked.

Experiences and Outcomes
Health and Wellbeing
I understand that people can feel alone and can be misunderstood and left out by others. I am learning how to give 
appropriate support. HWB 0-08a / HWB 1-08a / HWB 2-08a / HWB 3-08a / HWB 4-08a
I understand that my feelings and reactions can change depending upon what is happening within and around me. This helps me to understand my own behav-
iour and the way others behave. HWB 0-04a / HWB 1-04a / HWB 2-04a / HWB 3-04a / HWB 4-04a
I recognise that we have similarities and differences but are all unique. HWB 0-47a / HWB 1-47a
I recognise that each individual has a unique blend of abilities and needs. HWB 0-10a / HWB 1-10a / HWB 2-10a /

Level: One, Two
Focus

Wellbeing building blocks:
developing the capacity to empathise with 

others.

love
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MY DAY
10-30 minutes

Resources
Needs cards 
Feeling cards (optional)

Process
1. Using a puppet, tell a variation of the following story.  “This is Jeffrey. He has had a hard day. Do you know what 

happened? He woke up late. His mum was angry with him because he wouldn’t get out of bed but that was 
because he had a sore tummy. He was so late he didn’t have time to have breakfast. When he got to school he 
got told off for being late. He was sitting in class with a sore tummy and he realised he had forgotten to bring 
his homework”.

2. Ask how Jeffrey felt. Children guess the feelings and Jeffrey confirms whether they are accurate.
3. Once you have a list of feelings lay out the needs cards and ask children to identify what needs would help 

Jeffrey right now.

Development Ideas 
• Pupils tell their own story and the class guess for feelings and needs. This can be a true story for them or in-

vented around a particular theme. An option is to do this in pairs.
• Take an example from a story being studied in class or a character from history and guess for their feelings and needs. NB a short picture book story can work 

well.
• Pick some difficult situations that people may find themselves in and guess for feelings and needs. Some examples: a person in prison; someone’s pet has 

died; having an argument; moving house; falling out with friends; living in a war zone. NB choose age appropriate examples. If a child has experienced one of 
these situations it is an opportunity to offer empathy by guessing for their feelings and needs.  

NB
Make up a story your class will connect with that has a variety of feelings options. 

Discuss:Has anyone had any ofthese feelings today?What makes you grumpy,happy, excited?
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Working with Children with Particular Needs
Why music can benefit children who are facing emotional challenges or have a 
diagnosis on the autistic spectrum:
•  When emotionally disturbed the ability to listen well shuts down. Music can be a non threatening way to re-engage listening.
•  The autonomic music system remains receptive to music whether conscious or not. An extremely distressed child looses the ability to think rationally and 

respond to instructions. Music can cut through this barrier. 
•  Music is a language that all children can speak. For non verbal pupils or even those who are shy, music can be a supportive, expressive outlet.
•  Music offers a structured playful medium from which to come into the world of the child.
•  Listening to music alters our mood and can provide emotional relief from held emotions.
•  Research from the journal Frontiers in Integrative Neuroscience 2014 proposes that rhythm can benefit autism because of its positive effects on sensory 

motor functioning and cognitive and social skills.

How can we use music to help this group of children?
Many of the activities in these packs can be adapted to work with children with particular needs. What may change is the focus of the success criteria.
Learning music through songs, games and improvisation is an ideal medium to develop social and cognitive skills. 

Recommended activities from this resource:
Name and Sound Passing
Back to Back Singing
Hand and Voice Mirroring
The Sun is Shining
How Do You Feel On This Fine Day
Send a Message
Musical Self Portrait
One Breath Songs
Musical Feeling Feet
Melodic Conversations
Exploring Change
Drum circle work.

     Recommended activities from ‘Get Creative              
     with Rhythm’ resource:
         Rain Forest
         Jump In the Musical Space
         Let’s All Play Our Drum
          Rhythm Improvisation, warm up

     Songs:
        All the songs in the ‘Get Creative with Song’ resource.
        The National Youth Choir of Scotland has 2 books that offer many songs and           
        games that build social skills. Singing Games and Rhymes for Early Years.
        Singing Games and Rhymes for Middle Years.
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Empathy: Coming into the expression of the child.
Music can provide an opportunity to give children an experience of non verbal empathy. A child who is not able to 
understand other peoples perspectives, desires and beliefs needs modelling of this in their own world. Mirroring or 
reflecting back a child’s musical expression can provide this experience.
Make sure any mirroring or copying is done with care. When done openly and authentically children feel seen and 
accompanied. They also see a reflection of themselves in the world, helping to orientate them in the present. 
Children can also do this for each other.

Mirroring/Copying
The Musical Story
This can be done with or without words. Children can be asked to pick a theme and improvise. In a school setting a xylophone is often the most accessible 
instrument. If possible offer a choice of instruments. Be open to novel methods of playing.
The format can vary from playing at the same time as the child or mirroring back when there is a pause. The mirroring back will not be an exact copy of what was 
played but should contain the dynamic feeling, the pace, the mood, the type of technique used. The child then plays again. Playing at the same time as the other 
is quite hard if the material is complicated but can be effective especially when attention is also paid to facial expression, posture and other body movements.

Theme Examples (the list is endless) 
Play:
• how I am in this moment
• the colour blue/red/yellow
• what I did today
• the sea
• my favourite thing
• something that makes me happy/sad/worried
• a cold winter’s day/a sunny day

Becoming Like The Music
See ‘Get Creative with Composition’ for a full description of this activity. Here children move to the music (not just skipping and dancing but imagining they are 
expressive conductors) and take turns to copy the way that each other is conducting. Again this is a simple form of coming into the expression of another and is 
normally very enjoyable for everyone. If children are inhibited to move at first they can shut their eyes and move only the hands. When the eyes are opened a 
group of children can be designated conductors and the rest of the group choose someone to copy. The conductors can even keep their eyes shut if they are not 
comfortable. Both options should be encouraged.

•  an argument
•  what just happened
•  a moonlit night
•  a volcano
•  a cloud
•  a fire
•  a river

Be clear on what you 
wish to achieve with any 

musical activity and adapt it appropriately.
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Reflecting expressions and musical ideas throughout any activity
Weave this idea into any musical activity. Some examples:
• A hello warm up game where children each show an expression of how they are and the group reflects it back.
• Back to Back Singing employs this technique, where sitting back to back one child sings vowel sounds and the other copies.
• The Sun is Shining, where a line is invented and sung back by another child.
• Hand and Voice Mirroring, one child leads and the other follows their hand and the note they are singing.
• Becoming Like Elements in Nature. In this activity children make elements of nature such as fire, water, clouds, by moving their hands, arms or whole bodies. 

These expressions can be copied back or interpreted by playing tuned percussion instruments (for a full description see ‘Get Creative with Composition’).

Rhythm games 
A child leads and the others copy. This type of activity offers a level of validation but is not as expressive as free form improvisation. Use both as rhythm activities 
in themselves, building cognitive, social and locomotor skills. 

Dialoguing
This is different from mirroring as it is more conversational. Dialoguing involves turn taking, switching between expressing oneself and putting attention on 
another person.

Instrument Conversations:
This can be done with or without a topic.

Working in pairs: Each person takes a turn to say something to the other using their instrument. Before ‘saying’ something new they reflect back a small 
section of the musical idea from the person before.

Working in groups: In this case a rule has to be set for when the next person can talk. The conversation can move clockwise in the circle; more interesting is 
to let whoever is inspired to go next jump in and take over the dialogue. During these explorations encourage innovative ways to play each instrument, adding 
any additional vocal or body percussion sounds.

Movement Based Dialogues:
Listening to a piece of music, each person can take a turn to conduct their interpretation of a section of the music. The next person begins by copying back some 
ideas from the person before and then adds their own movements. 

      Musical activities to support leadership, collaboration, and self expression
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Music To Listen To
Listening to Mozart in particular his clarinet quintet and Gregorian chants have been found to be produce positive responses in children with autism (Tomatis).
Ludovic Einaudi is another composer that children respond well to.
Otherwise, experiment and find out what children enjoy. Ask staff to bring in any classical music CDs or access through youtube and other online platforms.
The general consensus in the therapeutic field is that classical music is more beneficial than many other genres. There is no definite proof of this, only speculation 
that the complex patterns in classical music boost firing patterns in the brains cortex. Obviously classical music is diverse in itself and there are many other genres 
that may be highly beneficial. Explore with children how they feel and respond to different pieces of music. 
For 14 top classical music hits for children see: http://www.letsplaykidsmusic.com/14-best-classical-music-tracks-for-kids/

Listening Modes
Include different ways to listen and respond to music: conducting, lying on the back with eyes shut whilst moving the legs, 
just moving a pinky, dancing with the whole body, moving the hands with eyes open and eyes shut, moving with a partner 
in hand mirroring position, drawing and painting, story writing to music.

References
Hull, A.(2006) Drum Circle Facilitation, Building Community Through Rhythm
Santa Cruz, CA. Village Music Circles  (p25)
Michelle W. Hardy and A. Blythe LaGasse* Rhythm, movement, and autism: using rhythmic rehabilitation research as a model for autism.
Center for Biomedical Research in Music, Colorado State University, Fort Collins, CO, USA    28 March 2013
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3610079/pdf/fnint-07-00019.pdf

to listen

http://www.letsplaykidsmusic.com/14
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3610079/pdf/fnint-07-00019.pdf
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FEELINGS CARDS

happy delighted cheerful

sad unhappy disappointed

lonely angry mad
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furious upset crabbit

curious interested grateful

playful excited tense

FEELINGS CARDS
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calm relaxed satisfied

scared worried afraid

enthusiastic eager confused

FEELINGS CARDS
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puzzled unsure surprised

shocked peaceful frustrated

irritated safe confident

FEELINGS CARDS
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NEEDS BINGO

Appreciation
Celebration
Challenge
Choice
Collaboration
Comfort
Enjoyment
Exercise

  Fairness
  Food And Drink
  Freedom
  Friendship
  Help
  Honesty
  Kindness
  Learning

      Love
      Play
      Privacy
      Respect
      Rest
      Safety
      Sharing
      Shelter

Space
Structure
To Be Included
To Create
To Grieve
To Listen
Trust
Understanding
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‘RED AND BLUE BOTTLES’ SCENARIO SLIPS     
Stephen slept in and is going

to be late for school.
Harry’s best friend has moved

to another school.
Sarah fell off her bike and cut her knee. Tom has had a wonderful holiday.

Beth is going to have her
birthday tomorrow.

Peter can’t understand the
maths problems.

Rachel is about to sit an exam. Simon has a new baby sister.

Melanie doesn’t have
anyone to play with.

Claire is going to be a
bridesmaid at a wedding..

Jack’s older sister is always teasing him. It is Sophie’s first day at school.

Mathew has just built an
amazing lego model.

Jean’s mum has made
her favourite dinner.

Marie has got a sore throat. Larry’s mum and dad are always fighting.

Scott has a new puppy. Rhona has spent all evening watching tv.

Peter has been woken by a bad dream. Hilary is reading a great book.
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Once familiar with the material it will be easier to choose which activities will suit the needs of your class. Many activities can be repeated at each stage e.g. 
drum and improvisation circles can be a regular feature in class. Meanwhile a bank of songs may be learnt at early level which are later used as a stimulus for 
creative responses. For those wishing a more structured programme, a suggested series of lessons are outlined below.

SUGGESTED PATHWAYS
How can I use this resource?

Early Level At early level many of the activities can be repeated many times over an eight week block. Create variety by including some of the 
development ideas or letting learners devise their own versions. 

one
Warm up: How Do You Feel on This Fine Day (p. 39)
Activity: Gesture Follow and Lead (p. 7)
Activity: Musical Feeling Feet (p. 47) 
Activity: Send a Message (p. 41)

two
Warm up: How Do You Feel on This Fine Day (p. 39)
Activity: Group Freeze and Copy (p. 5)
Activity: Moving Like The Music (p. 32) Process points 1 - 3.

three
Warm up: The Sun is Shining (p. 37)
Activity: Gesture Follow and Lead (p. 7)
Activity: One Breath Songs (p. 45)
Activity: Hand and Voice Mirroring (p. 30)

four
Warm up: The Sun is Shining (p. 37)
Activity: One Breath Songs (p. 45)
Activity: Back to Back Singing (p. 28)
Activity: Moving Like The Music (p. 32) Process points 1 - 3. Choose two contrasting types of music. How do they feel when they listen to 
the music?

continued..
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five
Warm up: Name and Sound Passing (p. 24) Process point 1. NB for this age group sit on the floor and roll a soft ball.
Activity: Group Freeze and Copy (p. 5)
Activity: Sound Machine (p. 22)
Activity:  Moving Like The Music (p. 32) Process points 1 - 3.

six
Warm up: Name and Sound Passing (p. 24) Process point 1.
Song: Choose a song already learnt from the Song Section or another simple song they are familiar with. Sing the song with the suggested 
game.
Activity: Small Group Conducting (p. 12) using rhythms from the previous song.

seven
Warm up:  How Do You Feel on This Fine Day (p. 39), choose some Development Ideas.
Activity: Musical Feeling Feet (p. 47)
Activity: Small Group Conducting (p. 12), continue from previous week.

eight
Warm up: Choose favourite warm up.
Activity: Activity: Send a Message (p. 41) NB each message can contain at least one feeling, the person receiving the message guesses 
what sort of feeling is being sent.
Activity:  Sound Machine (p. 22), choose one of the development ideas.
Activity: Filmed feedback plenary.

SUGGESTED PATHWAYS - Early Level contd.
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one
Warm up: The Sun is Shining (p. 37)
Activity: It’s a Dog’s life (p. 83)
Activity: Group Freeze and Copy (p. 5)
Activity: Check for needs met during the previous activity.

two
Warm up: The Sun is Shining (p. 37)
Activity: My Day (p.87)
Activity: Speak in the Style of a Feeling (p. 50)

three
Warm up: Musical Counting to 20 (p. 20)
Song: Choose a previously learnt song, revise and sing using one of the Song Games and Development Ideas (p. 2 Song).
Activity: Sing in the Style of a Feeling (p. 51)

four
Warm up: Gesture Follow and Lead (p. 7)
Activity: My Day (p.87), with first or second Development Idea.
Activity: Musical Chairs with ‘Feelings Cards’.

five
Warm up: Rubber Chicken (p. 13 Rhythm) Check for needs met.
Activity: Musical Self Portrait (p. 43)
Activity: Moving Like the Music (p. 32)

six
Warm up: Swinging and Humming (p. 5 Song)
Activity: One Breath Songs (p. 45)
Activity: Back to Back Singing (p. 28)
Activity: Story Telling Duets (p. 34)

seven
Warm up: Musical Counting to 20 (p. 20)
Activity: Musical Feeling Feet (p. 47)
Activity: The Gesture Choir (p. 26)
Activity: Using Needs Card’s for Feedback (p. 81) Example 2 Needs Walk.

eight

Warm up: Choose favourite warm up.
Activity: Hand and Voice Mirroring (p. 31)
Activity: The Gesture Choir (p. 26) working in small groups create and perform a version of Gesture Choir. NB make choices as 
to who will tell the story, who will be in the choir and who will be the instrumental players.
Activity: Filmed feedback plenary, including needs feedback (see p. 80)

SUGGESTED PATHWAYS - First Level
This block focuses on expressing feelings and needs using the voice and musical instruments and can also be used at level two.
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one
Warm up: The Sun is Shining (p. 37)
Activity: Choose a previously learnt song, revise and sing using one of the Song Games and Development Ideas (p. 2 Song).
Activity: Sing in the Style of a Feeling (p. 52) NB use the song from previous activity.
Activity: My Day (p. 87) or It’s a Dog’s life (p. 83) if the group is not familiar with ‘needs cards’.

two

Warm up: Group Freeze and Copy (p. 5)
Activity: Sound Machine (p. 22) with Development Ideas.
Activity: Using the song from the previous week, create a simple rhythm piece (refer to using Songs to Teach Rhythm Skills,      
p. 124 Rhythm).
Activity: Demonstrate a selection of Drum Circle cues (p. 66 - 67). Practise these using the rhythm from the previous activity.

three
Warm up: Cross the Rhythm Circle (p. 17 Rhythm) Lead using rhythms from the song from the previous week then pass over 
leadership to learners.
Activity: Small Group Conducting (p. 11). Use the rhythm learnt the previous week and practise drum circle cues.
Activity: Needs Bingo (p.84)

four
Warm up: Name and Sound Passing (p. 24) Process, points 1-4.
Activity: Red and Blue Bottles (p. 59)
Activity: Drum circle activity First Session (p. 70)

SUGGESTED PATHWAYS - Second Level
This block continues to consider feeling and needs, with a focus on how we collaborate well together using the format of the Drum Circle.

continued..
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five
Warm up: 1,2,3 (p. 23 Rhythm)
Activity: Musical Feeling Feet (p. 47)
Activity: Emotional Roller Coaster (p. 57)
Activity: Drum circle activity, Call and Answer into the Groove (p. 71)

six
Warm up: Name and Sound Passing (p. 24) Process, points 1-2.
Activity: Drum circle activity, 8 Beat Clock into the Groove (p.71)
Activity:  Drum circle activity, Small Group Circles (p. 74)

seven

Warm up: The Sun is Shining (p. 37)
Activity: Drum circle activity,First Session point 4 (p. 70)
Activity: Drum circle activity with feelings cards. Establish a groove, one person pulls a feeling card, calls out the word, the 
players convey the feeling in their manner of playing.
Activity: Moving Like the Music points 1-2 (p. 32) Choose rhythmic and drum centred pieces. 
Listening ideas: 
Baaba Maal, Traveller:  https://youtu.be/lEAJlVfT_X4
Olodum, Samba Reggae: https://youtu.be/yKiqVQDQFcI

eight

Warm up: Choose favourite warm up
Activity: Musical Chairs with Feelings Cards (p. 55)
Activity: Drum circle activity, Clap into the Groove 1 (p.72) NB let learners lead and include frequent ‘rumbles’ and ‘breaks’ 
(refer to p. 66- 67 Drum Facilitation Cues).
Activity: Filmed feedback plenary, including needs feedback (see p. 80).

SUGGESTED PATHWAYS - Second Level contd.
This block continues to consider feeling and needs, with a focus on how we collaborate well together using the format of the Drum Circle.

https://youtu.be/lEAJlVfT_X4
https://youtu.be/yKiqVQDQFcI
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THE ELEMENTS OF MUSIC
An overview of the key elements that are generally present in a musical composition. 

Pitch - register (high or low);  organization of pitches with a pattern of intervals between them creates scales.  

Rhythm - the time element of music.  A specific rhythm is a specific pattern in time; we usually hear these in relation to a steady pulse. 

Tempo -the speed of the music ranging from fast to slow. Tempo plays a considerable role in defining the mood of a piece.
 

Melody - or musical line, is a combination of pitch and rhythm.  Sometimes a melody is considered to be the theme of a composition. We might characterize  
       melody by its contour (rising or falling) and the size of the intervals in it.  
 

Timbre - sound quality or tone colour; timbre is the characteristic that allows us to distinguish between one instrument and another, and the difference   
       between vowel sounds (for example, long “a” or “ee”). Terms we might use to describe timbre:  bright, dark, brassy, reedy, harsh, noisy, thin, buzzy,  
       pure, raspy, shrill, mellow, strained. 
 

Dynamics - loud or soft.  A composition that has extremely soft passages as well as extremely loud passages is said to have a large or wide dynamic range.   
             Dynamics can change suddenly or gradually (crescendo, getting louder, or decrescendo, getting softer).
 

Texture -  the way the various elements of rhythm, melody, harmony are combined to create a composition. The texture is often described in regard to density,  
         for example a thick texture could contain many layers of voices.

  These are the building blocks of music.
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